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Programme
Time

Event

Facilitator

08:30-09:00

Organisation of
Conference & 2017
Minutes

DS/Secretary

09:00-09:15

An Address to the
Conference

DS Rev J C Banda

09:15-10:05

Layleader’s Report

Mr Muchenje
Mr Ndagurwa

10:05-10:20

CM Report

Mr Mutsipa
Mr Mutepfa

10:20-10:40

BOT Report

Mr Mutungamiri
Mr Nyabereka

10:40-11:00

1st Ballot for Layleaders

DS Rev J.C. Banda,
secretaries and
returning officers

11:00-11:20

COS Report

Mr Kaisi
Mrs Kashiri

11:20-11:40

COF Report

Mr Muranda
Mr Nyasango
Mr Munyebvu

11:40-12:00

2nd & 3rd Ballot (for COF
& Secretaries)

DS Rev J.C. Banda,
secretaries and
returning officers

12:00-12:20

4th, 5th & 6th Ballot (for
CM, COS & BOT)

DS Rev J.C. Banda,
secretaries and
returning Officers

12:20-12:45

Holy Communion &
Benediction

DS Rev J.C. Banda

12:45-13:30

Lunch & Dismissal
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MINUTES OF THE 2017 MISSION AREA CONFERENCE
HELD ON 05.11.2017 AT HARBEN HOUSE HOTEL MK16
9EY
Following Holy Communion the MA Conference Started at 11:30
The following people were named as resolutions committee:
Miss Tariro Dengezi (South Charge)
Mrs Irene Chidongo (North Charge)
Mrs Egipher Kadye (Central Charge)
DS explained that resolutions committee will read out the resolutions at the end of
the Conference.
Correction of 2016 Conference minutes:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

6.1 should read Pastor Matimba-Mupaya and Baba Mupaya’s baby.
Rev Sakutombo
4.3 Baba Joseph Kadzirange Vice Lay Leader 2000.
Page 7 List of names should read Mrs S Mutandwa North Charge not Mr.

1. Arising Matters
i.

Page 4 8.1 Question regarding Gift Aid. It was asked how the sharing of the
gift aid proportions would be split in terms of Mission Area, Charges and
Locals. Until the percentages are known then it was felt that some may be
reluctant to register for gift aid as they are unsure how the moneys will be
distributed. It was clarified that we are still in the process of registration
therefore not decisions have been made in terms of distribution of money.
Within the last conference it was explained to all that it is unclear how much
the church would receive from gift aid. It could be something as small as 200
pounds. Therefore, it was decided that we will wait for the money to come in
and then we can decide as Conference how to proceed. As a way forward, it
was suggested that in the next Annual Meeting Finance could come with a
proposal of how the money could be distributed. This would give Finance time
to come together with a proposal, which we will then be able to agree to as a
Conference. It will then encourage people to sign up. This was accepted by
the Conference.
ii. Regarding the Nominations Committee it was mentioned that it was felt the
proportion of youth was small. However it was confirmed that there was youth
there and in the future if we wished to increase the number of youth later on
then we could do in the coming years.
iii. Re: Nominations Committee, a question was raised regarding the terms that
the Nominations Committee would serve. It was clarified that DS would liaise
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with the secretaries in terms of the terms the Nominations Committee would
serve.
iv. Page 8. 3 It was stated that Trustees would from 2017 form part of the
Trustees and some would be from the charge. Then from point 3.1 it was not
voted that this would be the case. It was clarified that when we have elections
the person who will be elected as the Midlands Charge Lay Leader will also
become a Trustee. This is what we agreed upon.
The minutes of 2016 Conference Meeting were passed by the Conference at
11:55am
2. DS Address at 11:56
At 11:59 a minute’s silence was held in remembrance of our members that
sadly passed away during this year. Following the minute’s silence, a prayer
was given by Rev. K. Marange.
4. Lay Leaders Report 12:15
i.

The Lay Leaders Report made an insert into their book within the Salutation to
include the Assistant to the Bishop Rev Gurupira and Layleader of Zimbabwe
East Annual Conference (ZEAC) Mr Simon Mafunda.
ii. Lay Leader added - we have spent around £50,000.00 on training on
empowering our laity.
iii. Page 19: Lay leader asked us to correct by deleting the following sentence
“Approximately 44 people.”
iv. Further to mention of Konde, the Lay Leader also thanked Rev Gurupira for
the gifts. He brought the Zimbabwean flag and the United Methodist Church
flag.
v. Page 17 relating to membership: It was stated that membership is listed as
2,300 however this is a different number to what is presented in CM. It was
clarified from CM that within CM’s report there is an amendment.
vi. Page 7 number 19; said that can we change the word to charitable donation
not activities on number 6.
vii. It was noted that the figures for the disaster fund may also be different.
viii. Mr Mafunda appreciated and thanked everyone regarding the Rural Pastors
car fund. Everyone was saluted for that and he said Bishop always says the
willing heart is what is important.
ix. Page 20 it was appreciated that Lay Leaders did well by acknowledging that
things had become difficult within this country.
x. Recommendation 1 Agreed. Recommendation 2: Adopted Recommendation
3: Adopted 4, 5 and 6 Agreed.
xi. Clarity was asked for in relation to the reports so that they can understand
what’s in the policies. The background in relation to the policies and how they
came into being was given. It was also explained that the policies were
distributed via soft copy. In addition to this it was clarified that the policies
would be accepted or not accepted by the Conference.
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xii. In relation to the Safeguarding Policy clarity was sought as it said within the
policy; United Methodist, United Methodist Church UK and United Methodist
Church Mission Area. It was therefore asked that the safeguarding policy be
reviewed as there was some confusion that could be caused there.
xiii. A suggestion was made that the policies be adopted as they are and then
they can be amended. In addition to this, this will enable the process of the
sponsor’s license to continue.
xiv. The Lay leaders Report was adopted at 12:41

5. Connectional Ministries 12:42
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.
viii.

Amendments: Page 43 should read Saturday 15th Central Charge, Sunday
16th September South Charge Conference, Saturday 22nd September MA
Boards and Exec.
Amendment Page 49: re statistics for North Charge children 72; total for 2017
member 306; totals at bottom therefore are 2060 and for children 427.
CM reiterated the importance of statistics and asked in relation to witnessing
events at charge levels statistics be given so that accurate records can be
taken.
Re the calendar for 2018, it was highlighted that there will be some changes
and that it is proposed that the Charge conferences be done earlier in the
year so that when our report goes to Zimbabwe it is complete, not as is the
current situation where some charge conferences have not taken place.
Page 29: Correction re 1.1 MUMC revival in Newport at King’s Church. It was
also noted that 1,500 attended however the venue maximum capacity is
around 1000. It was therefore clarified that going forward we need to look for
a bigger venue so that no Health and Safety regulations are breached.
DS report mentioned RRW organisation thinking about purchasing a property,
so it was asked why this did not come out within CM’s report. CM clarified that
they will sit together with RRW to see whether this is something that will come
out of the report.
It was asked on page 31 what the x’s related to and why ROI had x’s when
they had carried out these events. It was clarified that this would be corrected.
Page 34 JSS slots. There is a concern that the venues being picked for
Revival’s are not convenient for our children. We have been taught about
safeguarding but then we are also continuing to keep booking where it is not
appropriate for children. DS stated that in the last Conference we looked at
other venues however, they were over the budget, so therefore we went back
to Wales and he said in the future all things should be taken into
consideration. It was also suggested that CM and the co-ordinators of
Children and Youth Ministries in future meet and discuss and co-ordinate
together. It was mentioned that it was very difficult to get venues; and many
things need to be considered not just the finances. In addition to this, it was
stated that our behaviours also impact on how we can get venues. Last year
there was a motion to have a group of people to assist CM with bookings who
6
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would then help with going to venues and asking the relevant questions such
as the number of children that can be accommodate etc. CM clarified this
would be reviewed.
As ROI it was asked where they fit in in relation receiving assistance from the
youth co-ordinator. It was confirmed that ROI and Scotland are still in MA’s
minds. It was the first year of the youth co-ordinator and this would be looked
into.
It was asked whether the Youth co-ordinator could have an assistant on the
female side, if there was someone that they wanted to liaise with. It was
clarified that Youth Co-ordinator is there to structure the programs etc. There
are already advisors in place (mother adviser and father adviser), even before
the Youth Co-ordinator post children could not go on trips without mother and
father adviser. Therefore, we to need ensure that this is still taking place.
It was mentioned that the attendance of the youth to UMYF camp, meetings
or festivals is not proportional to whole UMYF within Mission Area. Therefore
having UMYF camp every other year may not be the best option. The Youth
camp was only attended by South Charge and Central Charge with one child
from another area. CM confirmed that planning wise they will look into this
further.
Yesterday we were taught there is young people ministries that includes the
youth and young adults. Even in previous years we have said within RRW that
there is a need to support young adults. CM clarified that this is material that
CM will consider going forward for 2018.
All recommendations from CM report were accepted.
CM report finished at 13:17
It was noted that we need to be in order. A report is written by a committee,
therefore we need to note that some of the questions that have been raised
here today have come from people who are within that Board. The Board
meetings is where the discussions must be done then the whole committee
must come together when the report is delivered - Let’s work together.

ix.

x.

xi.

xii.

xiii.
xiv.
xv.

6. BOT report started 13:21
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

BOT explained that we need to change our outlook and think about items
in terms of investment and ownership. We need to look at pooling our
resources together.
BOT explained the potential values that we are losing within our accounts
that we have across the MA due to bank charges and that currently we are
losing around £23,734.30. In part we are losing some of this money since
we are looking at the money as ‘our locals’, ‘our charges’ rather than the
fact that we are one big family.
The BOT chair then gave an example of potential buildings that we could
look at purchasing, where can then renovate the building to our needs.
Another model that was presented was where we put money into a
property where we earn interest on our deposit. These are buildings that
7
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are not yet complete. And when building is finished, value of property
increases by 13%.
After much debate as to whether the figure of 7.5% was correct and as to
which model we wished to use it was clarified that what was important was
to focus on the concept that has been presented which was agreed and
then those with financial knowledge and suggestions can work with BOT
on the finer points.
Recommendation: BOT to set up a procurement committee for the
purposes of property investment based on expertise and be funded by
7.5% model.
BOT were thanked for the presentation.
Report adopted at 13:58

The Conference adjourned for lunch at 2:00pm following a Prayer by Pastor A.
Matemadombo.
The Meeting re-convened at 14:56

7. Committee on Superintendancy started 14:57
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Page 80: It was requested that people get more time with the Clergy if time
allowed.
It was asked whether that going forward we could look at % increase in
relation to stations held etc.
It was clarified by Mr Mafunda that we cannot put a price tag on the work
our Pastor’s do. You cannot put a performance related indicator on how
our Pastors work and it would be difficult to measure.
Clarification was asked regarding clergy training within the UK. Rev
Gurupira stated that this is something that has already been discussed in
Zimbabwe and is being looked into, therefore there was no need to have
this as a resolution that required a vote as it is already happening.
An error of omission was clarified that ROI Pastoral support funds were
received from ROI but missed out in the report.
13.2 In terms of the retreats it was to be twice a year for Pastors retreat
which would be budgeted for by MA.
Recommendations x 3 passed.
COS report was adopted at 15.15

8. Committee on Finance started at 15.15
i.
ii.

Note the harvest figure has since been amended since the booklet was
printed to £267,000.00
Going into 2018 the transfer of assets will be really important most of the
accounts have been opened except for 2 locals.
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COF highlighted the importance of the reserves policy and that the policy
states each station must have 25% of cash put aside. This requirement to
have 25% of cash put aside also applies to Mission Area as well.
COF stated the reasoning behind recommendation number 3 (after
preparing accounts internally have them submitted to Leroy Reid and Co
for external audit,) is due to the fact that year on year we have been
dealing with two external companies that have been externally auditing our
books. Therefore, instead of using two companies we wish to use one
company, and this should help with our books being submitted in a timely
matter.
As Conference we need to pass the resolution that the transfer of assets
from the old charity to the new charity be able to take place in 2018
following advice from accountants.
In relation to the observations it was clarified that charges’ assessments
include paying a percentage of payroll and paying towards Pastors travel
etc.
It was mentioned that ROI and Scotland are working slightly differently as
ROI are paying for Pastor’s travel, however Scotland are not. Scotland are
paying their assessments (although it’s a reduced amount) ROI are not.
ROI highlighted that within the booklet as a whole there was very few
areas where they were appearing. Within finance, information was also
missing i.e. Nherera fund contributions.
Everyone was reminded that ROI is not a charge technically speaking it is
a local church. Similarly Scotland is not a charge it is a local church.
Therefore we need to take that into consideration when looking at things.
Everyone was reminded that COF come up with their recommendations
after they have sat with their charge finance teams.
It was suggested that there should be another way of coming up with
assessments due to the fact it was felt Scotland was paying a lot more per
person that other locals & charges.
Re page 107 it was clarified that this travel policy in terms of claiming
additional amount to HMRC should not have appeared in the booklet as
this was cancelled out in MA meeting.
5.2 RE pooled transport. It was highlighted that it might not be so
convenient to have to wait for people and set off in pooled transport.
Therefore, Clergy felt that it was better go ahead and find their own way of
getting to Conference even if it meant a slight increase in expenditure.
Rev Gurupira advised that in Zimbabwe each circuit does what they can in
relation of how to get their clergy to Conference. However, Mr Muchenje
reminded all that in terms of the charity we need to comply and in order to
comply there needs to be a policy that is uniform across the board.
Resolution: Expenses policy - there will be no minibus but there will be a
travel and subsistence daily policy of £125.00/ day a delegate will
therefore be paid £930.00 to go to Zimbabwe annual Conferences.
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Re finance Recommendations none of the points were agreed apart from
point 4. Point 4 was agreed within the BOT report. And the Transfer of
assets recommendation.
Presentation of budget was accepted.

Treasurer’s Report started 16:20
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

vi.
vii.

As of at the start of the conference North Charge and Central Charge had
paid their contributions towards Pastoral Fund. However for money to go
to ZEAC amounts from outstanding areas needed to be paid up.
It was clarified on page 103 that £2005.93 is going towards Rural Pastors
Car Funds.
Page 104 figure that needs to be reviewed is the RRW assets due to the
fact that COF have not been able to value these assets in time for the
report. In addition to this BOT have also recorded assets that need to be
reviewed.
COF confirmed all monies have been paid to HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) for NI.
A query was raised from RRW in relation to monies that they pay to
Zimbabwe as to whether when it reaches Zimbabwe it reaches the right
place. It was therefore agreed that COF were to sit with RRW at a later
date.
South Charge announced that for 2018 they would assist ROI in paying
their assessments. South Charge were thanked for this.
Budget was approved.

9. Any Other Business:
1. General Conference- For things to go well you need to give your opinion so
that when it goes to General Conference then everyone’s views have been
taken into consideration. The delegates will therefore be able to take with
them what the people’s views are. It was agreed that Lay Leaders would look
for a timeframe to have the issues discussed to ensure that it goes to the Lay
leaders.
2. Nominations committee:
The following persons were voted to take up the vacant positions:
Ms Sarah Nganjo- Associate Secretary
Mrs Elizabeth Mashiri – COS associate Chair
Mrs Karen Manyika and Mr Isaac Chikurunhe - Editors for the website
Admin Assistant to the Bishop Rev Gurupira gave closing prayer and the Conference
business was closed at 17:03
10
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Attendance List for MA Conference 05 November 2017

District Superintendent / Midlands Charge
Pastor
Central Charge Pastor
South Charge Pastor
Assistant Lay Pastor
Assistant Lay Pastor
Assistant Lay Pastor
Assistant Lay Pastor
Assistant Lay Pastor
Assistant Lay Pastor
Assistant Lay Pastor
MA LayLeader
Associate MA LayLeader
MA Secretary
Associate MA Secretary
MA Finance Chair
Associate MA Finance Chair
MA Treasurer
MA Board of Trustees Chair
MA Committee of Superintendency Chair
Assisting Associate MA Committee of
Superintendency Chair
MA Connectional Ministries Chair
Associate MA Connectional Ministries Chair
MA Nurturing Chair
MA Outreach Chair
Associate MA Outreach Chair
Associate MA Witnessing Chair
MA Youth and Children Ministry Chair
Associate MA Youth and Children Ministry Chair
MA Auditor
MA Entertainment Chair
Associate MA Entertainment Chair
MA UMYF President
Associate MA UMYF President
MA RRW Chair
Associate MA RRW Chair
MA MUMC Chair
MA Guest Observers from Zimbabwe
Admin Assistant to the Bishop
Layleader ZEAC
Guest Observer
Guest Observer

Reverend Josephat Banda
Reverend Kennedy Marange
Pastor Kudzanayi Mudambanuki
Pastor Bridget Vumbunu
Pastor Keith Sengwayo
Pastor Nesbert Mhondoro
Pastor Anderson Matemadombo
Pastor Charles Shamu
Pastor Joyce Makoni
Pastor Wadzanai Matimba-Mupaya
Mr Tapiwa Muchenje
Mr Owen Ndagurwa
Mrs Zodwa T-J Chatezvi
Mrs Mollyn Mzee
Mr Jacques Muranda
Mr Clifford Nyasango
Mr Morgan Munyebvu
Mr Robert Mutungamiri
Mr Elisha Kaisi
Mrs Mollen Mutare
Mr Fredrick Mutsipa
Mr Donald Mutepfa
Mr Kuda Bondamakara
Mr James Murapa
Mrs Stella Mfiri
Mrs Jayne Matara
Mrs Rugare Gwanzura
Mrs Tsitsi Chambara
Mr Michael Chapuka
Mrs Nyasha Mhiza
Mrs Bilson
Miss Tinotenda Murapa
Miss Tariro Dengezi
Mrs Mavis Banda
Mrs Annnah Marange
Mr Shakespere Chikukwa
Reverend Allan Gurupira
Mr Simon Mafunda
Reverend Mhondoro
Mai Mhondoro (Snr)
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South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
South Charge
Central Charge
Central Charge
Central Charge
Central Charge
Midlands Charge
Midlands Charge
Midlands Charge
Midlands Charge
Midlands Charge
North Charge
North Charge
North Charge
North Charge
North Charge
Scotland
Scotland
Republic of Ireland
Republic of Ireland
Observers
Observers
Observers
Observers
Observers
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Mr Godfrey Mataranyika
Mrs Gloria Munetsi
Mrs Constance Chivasa
Mr Francis Makunike
Mr Tawonashe Hungwe
Mr Ishmael Nyachengwe
Mrs Ester Kaisi
Miss Rumbidzai Hungwe
Mr Philemon Chiza
Mr Raphael Mujuru
Mr Shelton Musafare
Mrs Winnie Mushumhi
Mrs Memory Nychengwe
Mrs Tsitsi Chambara
Miss Sarah Nganjo
Mr T Karemba
Miss F Gambanga
Mr Muntonono
Mr Moses Mundeta
Mrs Memory Andrews
Mr Adal Soko
Mr Tinotenda Manuel
Mrs Maureen Mayanga
Mr Douglas Mwandiambira
Mr David Chigumira
Miss M Mwandiambira
Mr C Makuni
M N C Mvere
Mrs J Sibanda
Mrs G Zisengwe
Mrs Lynnmary Mberi
Mrs Lillian Nduma
Mrs Mercy Murapa (Midlands)
Mrs Phoebe Chinomona (Midlands)
Mrs Winnet Chitiyo (Midlands)
Mrs Eleanor Chiimba (Midlands)
Mr G Chitengu (North Charge)
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DS ADDRESS TO THE UK MISSION AREA 2018
CONFERENCE

Rev. K. Marange and spouse, Pastor K.H. Mudambanuki and spouse, Mrs M.
Banda, UK Mission Area Layleaders- Messrs T. Muchenje and O. Ndagurwa,
delegates and observers: In obedience to the Lord’s great commission to the
church, the UK Mission Area of the United Methodist Church has tirelessly laboured
in the vineyard for the whole year with the assistance of the Lord Himself who said,
“And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.” Although we had some
difficult situations caused by natural phenomena like ailments, funerals and
administrative occupational incidents, we were strengthened by prayers and many
revivals at local church, charge and Mission Area levels hence we continued to
proclaim the word of God to our satisfaction and to the glory of our Lord, Jesus
Christ.

Obituary
The UK Mission Area has lost two members in the year 2018 and these are: Mrs
Grace Chiinze and Mr Stephen Madimutsa.
Some of our members lost close relatives the effects of which brought great grief and
social and spiritual restlessness. In the times of bereavement, the church has not
been found wanting in consoling one another through the word of God, giving one
another hope for life after death through faith in Jesus. Shall we observe a minute of
silence in remembrance of the departed ones!

Church Outreach
The South charge has made a great achievement in church outreach by opting to
work in partnership with the Republic of Ireland local church. The pastor and his
church members were seen participating at the Republic of Ireland revivals to the
great joy of the worshippers. The local church has been strengthened spiritually and
morally by the assistance rendered to them by the South charge.
A visit by Rev. L. Chigwizura to the UK benefited both the UK Mission Area and the
Pastor herself. The Edinburgh local church was assisted mostly. The north charge
was visited briefly. The south charge had time for worship with Rev. L. Chigwizura.
13
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Worship
Generally speaking, vibrant worship has been experienced in all, big and small
congregations throughout the Mission Area. The charges have been able to meet
their church budgets. Although most of the local churches were unable to meet their
Harvest Thanksgiving targets, the giving was high and very encouraging. We hope
to be able to purchase sanctuaries soon and enjoy worshipping freely according to
planned worship times.
Through baptisms and confirmations and conversions, membership status has
improved.

Educational Advancement
It is pleasing that both youths and adults in our church are involved in academic
studies. Let’s improve ourselves academically when chances arise for a better
future.

The state of the church
The UK Mission Area of the United Methodist church is steadily growing. However, in
some places the numbers are decreasing because of migratory labour and personal
decisions. Through church revivals and pastoral activities, some members are
motivated to cling to their faith in Christ in spite of some adverse events bearing in
mind the words of Paul, “Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?” Shall
trouble or hardship or persecution or famine or nakedness or danger or sword…….
No, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him who loved us.”
Romans 8:35-37.
Currently, the church is understaffed as one charge is unable to support a full time
pastor and the other charges are not yet ready to be demarcated to create more
small charges and full time staff. Circumstances are leading the church to a process
of adaptation to consider the use of part-time certified lay-ministers where there is
need in the charges to alleviate the pastors’ workloads or a multiplicity of
responsibilities by the conference appointees.
The church is tirelessly working on the acquisition of the sponsor’s licence to employ
pastors locally or from abroad. We have engaged a Human Resources company
called Moorepay Limited to assist us to obtain a sponsor’s licence. Let’s all work in
solidarity to achieve the object of our search. With God’s help, we will achieve our
objectives.

Commitment to 2020 Zimbabwe Episcopal Area of the United Methodist
Church plans

14
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Our church hopes to have two conferences led by a Bishop each in 2020. Before
that year we should buy the boardroom furniture for the Zimbabwe East Annual
Conference Head Office and any other assistance needed.

Faith in Action for the needy
The Zimbabwe United Methodist Church history has on record that from the
inception of missionary work in Zimbabwe, the church had a vision to establish the
church by building sanctuaries, schools, hospitals and training people to cultivate the
land for the welfare of the people. Our church in the UK should not lose sight of such
noble ideas.
When the church heard about the plight of the people in Zimbabwe they took no time
to respond to the fight against cholera in their small way. We should go where we
are needed and where we are needed most for the relief that is needed.
Sending children to our Boarding Mission schools in Zimbabwe is very difficult. Can
we think, in our small way, how fees can be subsidised in our United Methodist
Church Mission Schools through “Ngariende” concept- missions charities? This is
food for thought.
Prayers are needed for issues facing the United Methodist Church judicial council.
The three options raised by the council of Bishops asking the judicial council for
declaratory decisions on issues critical to General Conference 2019 are:
1. The Traditional Plan
2. The Connectional Conference Plan
3. The One Church Plan
The main issue is that of the same sex marriage in the church. The current stand of
the church is the traditional one which reads thus: “Human sexuality- we affirm that
sexuality is God’s good gift to all persons. We call everyone to responsible
stewardship of this sacred gift. Although all persons are sexual beings whether or not
they are married, sexual relations are affirmed only with the covenant of
monogamous, heterosexual marriage. We deplore all forms of the
commercialization, abuse and exploitation of sex. We call for strict global
enforcement of laws prohibiting the sexual exploitation of children and for adequate
protection, guidance and counselling for abused children. All persons, regardless of
age, gender, marital status or sexual orientation are entitled to have their human and
civil rights ensured and to be protected against violence. The church should support
the family in providing age-appropriate education regarding sexuality to children,
youth and adults.
We affirm that all persons are individuals of sacred worth, created in the image of
God. All persons need the ministry of the church in their struggles for human
fulfilment as well as the spiritual and emotional care of fellowship that enables
reconciling relationships with God, with others, and with self. The United Methodist
Church does not condone the practice of homosexuality and considers this practice
incompatible with Christian teaching. We affirm that God’s grace is available to all.
We will seek to live together in Christian community, welcoming, forgiving, and loving
15
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one another, as Christ has loved and accepted us. We implore families and churches
not to reject or condemn lesbian and gay members and friends. We commit
ourselves to be in ministry for and with all persons.” BOD 2016 Par 161 G, pp112113.
In multicultural societies, there is a multiplicity of ethical principles and to have a
common foundation for ethical decisions requires consensus. Generally, for the
Christians, Martin Luther’s pronouncement, “SOLA SCRIPTURA”- THE
SCRIPTURES ALONE OR THE Bible alone, gives us the ultimate guidance in that
the Bible is canonical for our guidance in our decisions in light of God.
The second option is the Connectional Conference Plan which divides into three
separate branches of United Methodism and let each branch adopt their Discipline,
select their own bishop, adopt their own criteria for ordination and set its own
standards for human sexuality. This option would necessitate several constitutional
amendments.
The One Church model or plan reverses the church’s historic teaching in regard to
human sexuality. Remove all references to homosexuality and to marriage as
between a man and a woman. Let individuals, churches and conferences decide for
themselves what standards they wish to follow. Build in assurances that the
convictions of traditionalists will be honoured.
Under all types of situations we should work to our best for a harvest and leave the
rest to the Lord who is our co-worker in His own vineyard. Let us not tire to make
disciples for Jesus through teaching, preaching and our living. We share experiences
of our fathers and mothers in faith by singing the hymns they sang as they fought
against the evil one, temptations and sins on earth. Singing a hymn like,
“Ngatifambe, tese”- “Ngoma dze United Methodist Church yeZimbabwe” 284“Onward, Christian soldiers”- Hymn 575, “The United Methodist Hymnal,” will make
us feel more power to soldier on for the glory of our Lord and our own joy in Christ.
“Therefore go…………” Matthew 28:19-20.
Let me wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy and prosperous New Year!

Humbly submitted by:
DS Rev. Josephat Chaponda Banda.
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LAYLEADERS’ REPORT TO UK MISSION AREA
CONFERENCE
A vibrant church, spiritually empowered and fully equipped for its Mission”

Salutation
The Mission Area Superintendent to United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland (UK/ROI),
Australia and New Zealand (AUS/NZ) and Canada and Pastor to Midlands, and North
Charges, Scotland and the Republic of Ireland, DS Reverend J.C. Banda naMai, Pastor
UK-Central Charge and Area District Board on Ordain Ministries (DCOOM) chair,
Reverend K. Marange naMai, Local Pastor to UK-South Charge, Pastor K.
Mudambanuki naMai, DCOOM members, Trustees and members of the UK, Scotland
and ROI Charities, Leaders of the UK/ROI Mission Area, Charges and Locals,
distinguished members of this conference, invited guests, ladies and gentlemen, today
here present, CALVARY greetings in the MIGHTY name of Jesus Christ, our Lord and
Saviour… Amen!
Our Mission
We therefore reaffirm our commitment to our Mission; “Making disciples of Jesus
Christ for the transformation of the world” as derived from Matthew 28 vs 18-20.
Our Vision
We continue to centre our efforts on building ‘A vibrant church spiritually empowered
and fully equipped for its mission.’
Charity Objectives (as extracted from the Articles of Association):
The Objects of the Charity shall be carried out in conformity to the United Methodist
Book of Discipline for the benefit of the public to:
1.

advance the Christian Faith in accordance with the Statement in such ways and in
such parts of the United Kingdom, Zimbabwe or the world as the Trustees may
from time to time see fit;
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2.

relieve sickness and financial hardship and to promote and preserve good health
by the provision of funds, goods or services of any kind in such parts of the United
Kingdom, Zimbabwe or the world as the Trustees from time to time think fit; and

3.

promote such other charitable purposes as shall, in the opinion of the Trustees,
further the work of the Charity

Obituary:
DS and Conference, before we go into our report; allow us to celebrate the life of one of
our departed. In 2018 we celebrated the well spent-life of Mrs Grace Chiinze (UK
Central Charge - Leicester Church) who departed for the Gracious Kingdom. Grace
Chiinze passed on 25th August 2018. Grace lived a life of graciousness both socially
and spiritually. She was also a very devoted member of the church and a very active
member of the RRW who kept her obligations up-to-date even in times of her illness.
Grace leaves a husband and children. May the family and church be comforted in the
hope Grace is in a better place and that we will meet again at HIS second coming. A
befitting farewell service was held on the 3rd September 2018 and her body was laid to
rest in Zimbabwe. May her dear soul rest in peace… call for respect.
Introduction
DS and Conference, this report seeks to provide the stakeholders of the United
Methodist Church – UK/ROI and the respective Charities with an overview of the said
organisation’s business and conduct for the period 01/01/2018 to 30/10/2018. Please
note that this report must be read in conjunction with the other committee reports to get
an improved picture of the intention.
On the onset, and beforehand and more importantly for us, allow us to profoundly,
thank our God, through our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ for according us the
opportunity to save as leaders of the UK/ROI UMC lay servants in HIS Divine Plan.
Indeed, HE never forsake us but indeed continued to exhibit HIS servitude to HIS
WORD as we continued to witness raised Divine standards when the Devil was coming
like a flood. Sela. Saints, today we stand before you physically well, unflinchingly ready
to service in other capacities as the SPIRIT dictates and more importantly increased in
our FAITH and the works of the spirit as a people of the way. Believers, please join us
in these celebrations, let's put our hands together and ululate to the Lord of Lords for
such an onerous favour.
Background
When we started our term of office, we pledged the following:
1. To be guided by the 2017 – 2020 Quadrennial Theme now: Therefore Go….
2. Increased focuses on the conference adopted four pillars of ministry:
- Training Christian Principled Leaders
- Bringing people to Christ is our mandate as instructed by Jesus Christ.
- Education and Evangelism continues to be our focus until many are brought to
Christ
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Building of Church Structures –Focus being mainly on the two Head Offices.
In UK we continue to encourage local churches and Charges to build reserve
funds for the purchase of Sanctuaries and Parsonages once the new Charity is
activated.
Acquire Sponsor’s Licence - Go into overdrive on the employer licence
application process., include activating the website, improve the Human Resources
side of the church, improve audit and compliance with the legal requirements of the
church/Charity and law of the land.
Streamline the relationship with British Methodist, New Zealand and Australia and
Canada.
BOLA Empowerment
Enhanced Charity work locally and abroad …. Mhururu Pabasa, ZEAC Boardroom
Furniture and Rural Pastors Car Fund.
-

3.

4.
5.
6.

Overview:
Litigation: 2018 started, as in the previous year on a very low note, but all in the
fulfilment of the church suffering prophetic, according to various passages in the bible,
and as experienced by our Paul, the apostle to the heathens (gentiles) in the book of
Acts... Indeed, and from the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven
suffers violence, and the violent take it by force. An attempt to reorganize and
streamline the church operations landed us in a litigation that protracted for nearly 4
months before the complainant decided to withdraw the matter just before it landed the
courts adjudication process (Arbitration). We wish to thank the whole leadership for
sacrifices (physical and emotional) made, standing up to such a maiden challenge,
resolve to call of duty and impartiality in dealing with the matter. To this end, although a
majority of the congregants have moved on, relationships and trust have remained
constrained among a few fellow members, the clergy included but we remain in prayer
and trust that the Elohim in our Lord will prevail soon. Let me hastily and honestly
apologise to the church if at any point in an honest attempt to divinely manage this
matter and many such, we as leadership overstepped, overlooked or failed to
comprehensively communicate the intent and in the process caused injury to anyone. It
was never for bad but good intention; we remain mortals who also make mistakes. We
trust and thank the Lord ALWAYS for safeguarding the Church (denominationally,
connectionally and universally) as we are continually strengthened by Gods own
spirited words to King Jehoshaphat when HE said: "Listen, King Jehoshaphat and all
who live in Judah and Jerusalem! This is what the LORD says to you: 'Do not be afraid
or discouraged because of this vast army. For the battle is not yours, but God's... call
for prayer of closure.
DS, and Conference, in the light of the above and the lessons learnt there-from, a lot of
reorganisations were triggered; one such is to realign the fulfilment of the ministry to the
Church Polite as guided by the Church Book of Discipline (BOD). Again, the leadership
in its estimation fell short of its targets, please accept our sincere apologises, but the
failure was all due to sincere reasons needless to be mentioned here and the desire to
do it right. Nevertheless, a number of structures are now in place to ensure compliance
both to the land and church laws. Such structures include the District Board on Ordain
Ministries (DCOM) that is dealing with translating and aligning the BOD to our environs
and supporting the office of the DS in the satisfying of the ministry needs, the Human
Resource Management contract that will ensure increased compliance, the Office of the
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Assistant Administrator that is supporting the DS in dealing with all church
administration and also increased presences at the office, and furnishing thereof (thank
you RRW for your support). We ask the church to be patient with the processes and
continue to pray for wisdom among those involved.
Belonging: SAINTS, here I paraphrase the Bishop’s sentiments, as you might be
aware, our focus for 2017-2020 is to prepare for the imminent transition in Episcopal
leadership come 2020, the year of the bishop’s retirement. We need to prepare for the
possibility that we might have two Bishops to succeed him; the final decision of course
rests with the 2020 General Conference. We are however very optimistic from the point
of preparedness that Zimbabwe will get a second Bishop but who knows? You are also
aware that there is a crucial Special General Conference in 2019 to decide on a Way
Forward for the denomination regarding the issue of Sexuality. Whatever decision
might prevail we are likely to face some changes which might require reconfiguration of
the church. What this means concerning the future of the church in diaspora is that we
be patient and continue the way are operating now. A better picture will unfold and
enable the successor or successors to chat the long term status of belonging for us in
the diaspora.
Saints, in light of the changes coming in 2020, some of you may have been indented
with a plethora of campaign material of aspirants to the Bishop’s office or their agents.
It can be really ‘crazy’ at times and our worry is ministry may suffer at the face of these
campaigns. We therefore, as advice implore to all members of the church to remain
focused on Christ. Choosing leaders in all settings such as ours must always be done
prayerfully so that we hear from God.
DS and conference, bearing in mind that Bishop is retiring 2020 and our initial
expectation that he was going to visit us 2019 is now very difficult given the above and
that Australia went ahead of us and got the 2019 slot. This means that we need to set
the mood and pace of a goodbye meeting with him in his last year of service (2020).
Relationship with British Methodists (BMC): DS, and conference, closer to home,
the 1968 UMC/BMC Concordat, 50 year anniversary celebrations were held from 10-12
August this year in London. Efforts, to participate were made but it was rather too late
to make it happen notwithstanding some openings made to allow us to participate in the
open services and activities. Our Bishop, though invited could not attend due to his now
very very tight schedule. Our Mai Rev Muzerengwa covered some of the events on
behalf of the church and her report is on line, link shared with the leadership. Prior to
the event, efforts to engage with the British Methodist via our clergy representation
revealed shocking absence of knowledge and seemingly resentment of our basis of
existence here in the UK by the current British Methodist Leadership particularly
among the BMC laity leadership.
The celebration meeting however, reaffirmed that as Methodists in this agreement and
paraphrasing from various literatures around the event, foundational to all we do is our
common, shared heritage as Wesleyan Christians. We claim a mutual discipleship that
leads to our joint and shared mission, as stated in John 17 “so that the world may
believe.” We claim this as our underpinning, and as we act, we will do so out of the
knowledge of who we are together. We will continue to check ourselves in this
foundation moving forward, knowing we are healthier and more faithful when we are
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acting together. To help keep this focus, a group of representatives from each church
will be formed who will connect together on a regular and continual basis. This group
will consist of no more than 6 representatives from each communion. The group will be
named by the Methodist Council and the Council of Bishops by the end of November
2018. The group will work on the seven particular areas agreed at the concordat
gathering as areas on which we may want to focus together: Identifying our purpose
and the faith statements expressed in the original concordat, Increasing relational
ministries, Dialoguing around migration and migrant churches, Strengthening our
common Wesleyan heritage and theology, Paying attention to how we share in our
relationships with other churches, Utilizing better the delegates to each other’s
conferences, and Working together for justice. Basically, the committee will give life to
the points above by creating a renewed concordat which will be brought to our
respective conferences in 2020 for affirmation and commitment.
Saints, It is therefore, imperative for us in the diaspora to increase our vigilance,
mindful of our actions that may be used as an excuse to revisit our legitimacy in the
country, increase and widen (include) our engagement with British and keep watching
the developments to the 2019 Methodist Conference where the British may raise a
concern/motion.
Charity Changes: DS & Conference, getting even closer to our operations, the
charities commission and others respective laws have continually evolved. Below are
some of the notified changes and the respective actions expected of us:
i.
Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS): Safeguarding Charities: Safeguarding
is a key governance priority for all charities, not just those working with groups
traditionally considered at risk. It is therefore expected of us to review our
charity’s safeguarding governance and management arrangements and
performance.
ii.
Automatic disqualification guidance for charities - Aug 2018: These are rules
which disqualify certain people from being a trustee or senior manager of a
charity. Being disqualified means that a person can’t take on, or stay in, a
charity trustee position or senior manager position – even on an interim basis,
unless the Charity Commission has removed (or ‘waived’) the disqualification.
iii.
The General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) – From the 25 May 2018
the GDPR became law. It’s important to consider how this will affect our
charity and that we are adequately prepared for the new regulations. The
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) is the regulator for GDPR. They’ve
produced lots of useful guidance to help us understand the basics, start
planning and assess the impact on our charity.
iv.
2018 Annual Returns & Audits - new mandatory questions from August 2018 Charity Management Policy and Procedures (Expenses policy). The
Fundraising Regulator has published new guidance reminding trustees to
include additional information in their trustees’ annual report if their charity
raises funds from the public or organisations. The guidance is endorsed by
the Charity Commission and reminds independent examiners and auditors of
matters that they should be considering when reviewing charity’s report and
accounts.
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Objectives Update
DS and conference, it is needless to say but as you already know, it is impossible to
account for ALL that the Lord has helped us achieve but as a duty and basis for
celebration, below is an attempt to put in perspective some of the notable
achievements of the Church/Charity in 2018. Please note that some work will remain
work in progress hoping that one day we will reach the expected end.
Programme
Core Business

Objectives
1. Administration
- Promote the adoption of a
dashboard to ensure that we
promptly and consistently
record and analyse data as a
way to keep track of activities
and trends of the business of
the Church.
-Provide all necessary support
and guidance to ensure
enhanced moral and sensible
attainment of Church
expectations.

Achievement
Worked well with all Charge Lay
Leaders to ensure coherence and
consistence in the administration of
the Church and the information was
cascaded to all structures of the
church

Support and guidance was provided
at every level by the Lay Leaders

2. Supervision of Boards
Worked with all Boards to implement
their programs
2a.Combined MA Boards &
Annual Meeting

3. Standardised process
Ensure all Church decisions
are recorded and
standardised to ensure
repeatability, fairness,
consistence, efficiency and
effectiveness in delivery of
mandates.

MA Boards and Annual meeting
successfully held on 20 January
2018

Secretariat taking all minutes of
meetings.

4. Communication
Ensue information is timely
- Good communication maintained
and prudently disseminated
with all relevant structures
both ways to ensure
harmonisation of programmes - Significant progress made on
and information sharing
website design
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- Email domain for all official
communication now in place

5. Integration
Promote intra and inter
Church interactions and
involvements to ensure we
keep up to speed and
relevance to the global
Church and to the demands
and trends of local church
business.

Church Growth
and
Development

Interaction with
Zimbabwe particularly Conference
Lay Leaders is very active

6. Administrative Secretary

Conference approved extending
contract for 12 months. Contract in
place

1. Acquisition of Sponsor
License

Application for Sponsor’s license
launched on 26/10/2018

2. Review and re-organisation
of Church structures –
Constantly review the
structures of the Church to
ensure adequate worship
environment is provided to all
and fairly.
3. BOLA – Create platform and
provide resources to equip
both Laity and Clergy in the
leadership and administration
of the church

4. Property acquisition –
Encourage respective organs
of the Church to prudently

District Committee on Ordained
Ministers (DCOOM) now in place.
The committee currently working on
Ministry requirements as well as
identifying Certified Lay Speakers

BOLA Seminar 2-3 November 2018.
Among our presenters ((virtual
presentation) is Mrs Mazvita
Machinga from Zimbabwe who is on
the Special Commission preparing
for the Special General Conference
on Sexuality in February 2019 and
our Youth.

The current registration makes it
possible to acquire properties. We
are encouraging the setting up of
building fund at all levels. So far 2
locals have made serious efforts,
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though unsuccessfully to acquire their
own churches. We are learning from
their experiences.

1. Church Vibrancy –
encourage the use and
adoption of instruments and
acceptable practices to ensure
belonging by all

This remains work in progress as the
various local churches continue to
explore ways to increase vibrancy in
the churches

2. Temperance and
Stewardship – promote
programmes that enhance
dignifying and healthy worship
practices and wellbeing of
Church members.
1. Support the Rural Pastors Car
Fund.

- This remains work in progress; as
such respective topics have been
included in various retreats
programs this year.

2.Mhururu Pabasa-ZEAC
Boardroom Furniture

£13K was raised. Like we did for
ZWAC we will purchase ZEAC
Boardroom Furniture and the balance
will go towards the Rural Car Fund.

Engage with
other UMC
Diaspora
churches

Improve relations with New
Zealand-Australia and Canada

New Zealand- Australia this year
participated in the ZEAC Boardroom
Furniture purchase program due to
improved engagement between UK
and New Zealand-Australia. Not
much progress was made with
Canada

Charity
Commission
Compliance

Meet submission of information
deadlines

2016 Audited Accounts submitted to
the Charities Commission though
belatedly

Notable Highlights:
1.

2.

The total of our Churches membership remain relatively steady at about 2,300
in United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland with close to 20% being children
within the YCM category. Work is in progress to streamline the numbers given
the discrepancy between church attendances, hubasa and registers.
Despite the challenges alluded to above, our members have continued to
demonstrate their Macedonia spirit of giving, yes minda yakatsva kwete mwoyo
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yedu. We celebrated an eye watering spirited harvest of £216K. Well done
saints. Although this figure is 17% less than the 2017 total of £267K, we are
grateful for the generosity of our members despite the continual and exhibiting
weakening of most of the major economic fundamentals being driven by the
Brexit unnecessity and weakening of the pound sterling.
As a way to secure the future of the church in the Diaspora, in addition to
enhancing the legitimacy of the church registrations, we have continued to
deliberately invest and wholesomely so in membership empowerment through
BOLA sessions, lay-trainings and various targeted retreats. Below are some of
the worth noting investments:
i.
Children’s Ministries successfully held a family retreat from the 31st of
May to the 3rd of June at Conway Centre, Anglesey, where nearly £40k
was spent and 430 members attended, 70% being children.
ii.
Children’s Ministries also collated and published a CYM song book
which was launched at the same family retreat with a very vibrant Choral
competition.
iii.
MUMC and Lone/Single Parents retreats were also held successful too.
RRW is now planning to start hosting another retreat for their members
too.
iv.
The application of the Employer/Sponsors licence has now gathered
tremendous momentum with the signing of Human Resource Consultant
contract. The company contracted is called Moorepay Payroll and HR
Solutions. The contracted solutions include:
- Managed Payroll Monthly service,
- Time and Attendance,
- HR Software service, HR / Employment Law Service,
- Health & Safety Service, and
- Insurance services for our employees.
In the meantime, the Ministerial Business Visitors VISA has served
ministerial gaps in the absence of the licence. We managed to bring in
nearly 10 visitors (both clergy and laity) to this end. It is worth to note
that we remained true / compliant to the conditions of the VISA,
according to UK Gov VAT 14 Guidance on the same VISA.
We have continued with involvement in charitable activities worth nearly £45K
this year, which vary from paying school fees for children in Zimbabwe schools
and universities and buying hospital essentials for patients in Zimbabwe. We
have also responded to the cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe by raising £9,5k
which was spent on donating supplies needed for the cholera management.
A total of USD13K was raised towards the furnishing of ZEAC board room and
supporting Rural Pastors Car Fund initiative.
We have benefited immensely from the support received from the Bishop’s
office by allowing preachers and other guests to enhance our programs. The
recent familiarisation tour has been hailed and indeed yielded great results.
This approach has indeed proved to be a viable root in the short term to help
the ministry support in the UK/ROI, as the search for a lasting solution to
resource supply is progressing.

For more on these and other achievements we refer you to the responsible
committee reports.
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Encouragement(s):
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Start debate of Diaspora representation (delegate/observer) space at Central
and General Conference for a decision by 2019.
Increase the role of the Assistant Administrator to also look at both Human
Resource (in line with the expectations of the management of sponsor’s license
expectation) and Finance (Treasurer) functions. This will give more
accountability to critical functions of the organisation and also improve our
compliance. The consequential impact e.g. increased labour hours and the
successive actions of the same follows.
That confirmation of DBS linked leadership roles is done only after individuals
have officially agreed to DBS checks. In case of endorsements, in the absence
of clear statutory guidelines, disqualification rests with the Nominations and
Leadership Development Committee in consultations with the Trustees.
In the light of the information variance between various stratums of church
administration, a Lay-training of leaders particularly Lay leaders is held early in
the year.
Pastors to drive the Membership Statistics Function.
Disparity in Pastors’ activity particularly visitations needs streamlining, we
suggest a visitation booklet or some such guidance and control.
The Pastor to be included in the approval of expenditure to increase
accountability and visibility of the overall functions of the respective
constituency to the appointed Administrator.
Rethink the property acquisition strategies to speed up the process.
Rethink the company car options.
All members using their cars for Church/Charity business to enhance their Car
Insurances to Business Insurance.
Read and ensure all the expectations of the Policies Handbook are adhered to
at all levels and times.
Consider realignment of Pastors accommodations to minimise travelling
distances within charges and increasing presence at the Head Office offices.

Recommendations:
1.
2.

Adopt the Executive decision to engage a HR consultant (Moorepay).
Extending the role of the Assistant Administrator by a year to 31/12/2019.

Conclusion
DS and Conference, the challenges that continue to show in the face of our
organisation call for harder and more difficult decisions to our way of ministry. The
U.K.’s decision to leave the European Union is projected to cut disposable income by
more than 600 pounds ($795) per household, according to the National Institute of
Economic and Social Research (NIESR). The pound’s record tumble since the
referendum has continued sustained pressure on the inflation rate and the consumer
price index. While Brexit has also negatively affected investment and
productivity, increased uncertainty for businesses has damaged growth. Although
the impact of technology is widely regarded as positive, its ugly face also shows in
the kind of jobs most of our members will be forced to do. Economically, in the UK,
the base interest rate has started to take an upward turn and the Bank of England
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suggests that this trend will continue until it reaches 2-3%. This change has
impacted negatively on those with mortgages as well as disposable incomes as it
always has a knock on effect on mortgage interest rates and the respective
repayments. The aforementioned, coupled with the age-advancing membership and
visible lack of interest of our youth to participate in the church programs are all
factors against us. The prevailing and deteriorating political and economy situation in
Zimbabwe remain of interest and importance to the future outlook of the Diaspora
church too. In addition to the economic and social challenges, is the every growing
popular gospel against the traditions and doctrines, e.g. tithing. Such teachings and
gospels have started to influence some of our members’ giving and respond habits.
In all the above however, we trust and thank God for His Will is always perfect but
not with us doing our part.
Finally, DS and Conference, we thank the Almighty, through our Lord Jesus Christ
for helping our families, church and all the friends for their encouragement, patience
and strength in servicing as we did. A word of encouragement to the coming team,
Paul says in 1 Corinthians 3:11 For no other foundation can anyone lay than that
which is laid, which is Jesus Christ. 12 Now if anyone builds on this
foundation with gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay, straw, 13 each one’s work
will become clear; for the Day will declare it, because it will be revealed by fire; and
the fire will test each one’s work, of what sort it is. 14 If anyone’s work which he has
built on it endures, he will receive a reward. 15 If anyone’s work is burned, he will
suffer loss; but he himself will be saved, yet so as through fire.
To this end, we celebrate the Glad tidings (Good news) … that indeed Jesus Christ
was raised from the dead for our Salvation.
Happy Christmas and a prosperous 2019 New Year.
We thank you.
Humbly submitted by Tapiwa Muchenje & Owen Ndagurwa (2017/18 Lay
Leaders)
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CONNECTIONAL MINISTRIES REPORT TO UK
MISSION AREA CONFERENCE
A vibrant church, spiritually empowered and fully equipped for its Mission”

SALUTATION
Connectional Ministries is pleased to greet the District Superintendent Rev Josphat
Chaponda Banda and Amai Mavis Banda, Rev Kennedy Marange and Amai Annah
Marange,Pastor Kudzanai H Mudambanuki and Amai Patience Mudambanuki, MA
Layleaders Messrs Tapiwa Muchenje and Owen Ndagurwa, MA Executive, our
special invited guests and all delegates to this 15th session of the UK Mission Area
Conference in the Holy Name of The Father, Son and Holy Spirit, Amen. CM wishes
you DS, God’s guidance throughout the deliberations of this session.

Quadrennial Theme
“Therefore Go…….”

Matthew 28 v 19-20

Our Vision
We continue to envision a vibrant church, spiritually empowered and fully
equipped for its Mission, committed in making disciples of Jesus Christ through
nurturing, witnessing and outreach, for the transformation of the world

Our Mission Statement
Our mission is to continue making disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of
the world.

Our Values
Our values as Connectional Ministries are;
Do no harm-by avoiding evil of any kind
To do good-of every possible sort to all mankind
Stay in love with God
OBITUARY
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DS and conference, Connectional Ministries joins you in expressing sorrow and
sympathy to the families of our friends and colleagues in the Lord’s vineyard who
passed away during the year under review. We pray that their families find solace in
the Lord and may their souls rest in eternal peace.

INTRODUCTION
"Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have
commanded you " (Matt. 28:vs 10). Jesus is challenging the church to go out into the
world and make disciples. He is challenging each individual Christian to take the
command of Jesus Christ seriously. For the church, the work of Evangelism must be
priority number one. There is no other way which makes the church grow other than
evangelism. In doing evangelism the church and, each Christian is obeying the
command of Jesus, to go and make disciples.
On the command of Jesus Christ, the other point which we need to emphasize is that
He commanded us to "go and teach". The teaching aspect is part of the nurturing
work of church. The new and the old disciples (Christians) must be nurtured into the
Christian faith. Jesus was an Evangelist and teacher. Our Evangelism programmes
need to embrace what Jesus commanded, To make disciples and to teach the
disciples.
What we have, in terms of statistics, may not reflect what really happened, in the
Mission Area. When Peter preached it is clearly stated that three thousand (3 000)
people were added to the church. This is the kind of recording and reporting which
we want. The need to continue the process of empowering our statisticians and
organisations to take great care in keeping accurate records of our membership at
the local church level need no further emphasis. I continue to urge all local CMs and
statisticians to ensure that all the membership tools are effectively and meaningfully
used to capture our statistical information.
Notwithstanding the prevailing temporary uneven presence of pastoral care
challenges, our membership has managed to remain resilient. The CM programs
calendared have been observed religiously throughout the mission area. We
continue to pray that the processes currently underway bear fruit in the shortest
possible time for the good of all concerned.
DS, your CM is greatly indebted, for all its successes, to the dedicated members of
the various agencies, boards, committees and societies. Without the support, we got
from your office, and from the Mission Area Lay leaders, the Pastors, the charges
and the dedicated members of the agencies referred to above, CM would have
achieved very little. It is our singular honour to present our report which highlights the
major successes for the period under review.

CM EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
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1. We celebrate a harvest of £216,257.44 & €7,640. Although the figure is less than
the 2017 total of £267K, we are grateful for the generosity of our members in the
rather challenging environment.
2. Raw data available estimates our church membership at about 2,300 with close to
500 being children under the age of 12. Work is ongoing to process the data and it
remains our target to complete the exercise by early 2019
3. Nherera funds collected in the MA totalled £8,032.08 and €173. Funds were
remitted to Zimbabwe
4. The church has continued with its involvement in charitable activities worth nearly
£30,000.00. These vary from paying school fees for children in Zimbabwe schools
and universities estimated at £10,000 and buying hospital essentials for patients in
Zimbabwe and participation in the Breast Cancer Research sponsored marathons
across the UK.
5. The church has responded to the cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe by raising £9,500
and donating supplies needed for the cholera management. A big thank you to all
charges for your timeous and generous response to this cause.
6.a. Children’s Ministries successfully held a family retreat from the 31 st of May to the
3rd of June at Conway Centre, Anglesey. We had about 430 attendees with 70% of
these being children. Cost of putting together this event was circa £35,000 with
nearly 40 volunteers offering to coordinate games and fun activities throughout the
event. Information gathered through circuits suggests that this was a very successful
event.
b.They also collated and published a CYM song book which was launched at the
family retreat with a very vibrant Choral competition. Every charge area, ROI and
Scotland contributed songs for the book
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WORK AREA REPORTS

Nurturing Ministry Report for 2018
The Nurturing Team focuses on Christian Discipleship through 3 focus areas: Worship, Christian Education and Stewardship. The
Nurture Team will be responsible for assisting the church in areas of: Christian formation, Education, Small group
ministries (sections), Worship, Stewardship, Membership care, Age-level ministries, Children and Youth Camps, Young Adults,
Older Adult, Family ministries, Outdoor ministries, Organisations
The purpose of our Nurture ministry area is to promote Christian formation through various educational programs and to provide a
comprehensive congregational care plan, led by our laity, to meet the needs of families and individuals of all ages.
Programme
1.Membership Care

2.Christian Education

Objectives
To strengthen the bonds of
fellowship within our Church
family. We want to assure members of
the congregation that they are cared
for at every age and circumstance of
their life.

1. To promote learning and

Achievements
1. A Lone Parents Retreat was held from the 4th -6th of May and was attended by
many participants from all charges. The feedback obtained point to a resounding
success. Topics discussed included “Dealing with Life Changing Events and
Grieving, Grooming and Etiquette, Bringing Children into a New Relationship etc.
2. Reports from all charges show that local members are taking an active role in
consoling and comforting bereaved families, and this should be applauded.
3. Midlands Charge offered a subsidy to all of its members who attended the Family
retreat in Wales.
4. The South Charge held a Lay-Training on the 27th of January and discussions were
on varying topics.
5. ROI managed to stay connected with members whose attendance was affected by
illness or other reasons.
6. Scotland witnessed an increase in Sunday School attendance and teaching as a
result of sound teachings.
1. Christian education week was observed between the 5th and 9th of February 2018
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and Development

development for our church
members.
2. To revive existing congregations

3. Praise and Worship 1.

4.Stewardship and
Temperance

To nurture and foster the hunger
for praise and worship in our
church.

To promote giving, fund-raising and
self-control amongst church members.
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and covered topics drawn from the Book of Discipline’s Articles of Faith which
included:
-Faith in the Holy Trinity;
-Sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures for Salvation;
-The Justification of Man
-Sin after Justification
2. Some local churches have taken heed of our recommendation to have a
separate Sunday School group for the Youth and to discuss topics that are
relevant to them.
3. A Women, Youth and Children Week was observed
1. The worship Week is yet to be observed between the 12th and 16th of November,
2018.
2. A music workshop was conducted in the year.
3. Music Competitions to be held in November.
1. Teachings were cascaded on giving - tithing, pledging, harvest thanksgiving and
general support, throughout the year in Christian Education sessions and preaching
sermons.
2. Teachings on temperance issues;
3. Stewardship And Temperance Period was observed from April – July
a. Week 1 – Tithing lessons
b. Week 11 – Temperance lessons
c. Week 111 – Harvest Thanksgiving lessons
4. We managed to raise £214,257.44 & €7,640. Special mention goes to South
Charge which raised £102,856.64.
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OUTREACH
The Outreach Team will be responsible for assisting the church in equipping growing Christians to express their discipleship by being in
mission beyond the walls of their church. This includes opportunities like: Local and global missions, Mission personnel recruitment and
initial screening, Disaster response and the United Methodist Committee on Relief, Volunteers in Missions, The Bishops' Initiative on
Children and Poverty, Hope for the Children of Africa, United Methodist School, Ministries through our health and welfare, organisations
etc.

KPA
Community
Involvement

Objective
1. Charges to participate in
community enhancement
programmes.

Achievements
Charges communicated and participated in race for life to raise funds for Breast Cancer Research
under RRW initiative. Total amount raised by Charges:
South Charge: £4,040.00
Central Charge: £ 870.00

2. MUMC to identify a
community project that we will
participate in to ensure that
the church is felt in the
community

Midlands charge: £1,243.00 + £209.50 Gift Aid
North Charge: £1,235.00

Some Charges made food deposits into local food banks.
South charge, Portsmouth local Church deposited food in Southampton community food bank.
Portsmouth held church service on the green where people enjoyed fund raising BBQ after service.
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Midlands Charge: Crewe donated £245.00 to Stroke Association
Central Charge: Nottingham local church supported 2 bereaved members with £742.00. Supported
medical expenses for a member’s son who was involved in an accident in Zimbabwe with £600.00.
Membership
Care

Provide emotional, financial
and social support to fellow
church members and local
community during happy
times and sad times.

Charges embarked on schemes to assist church members in times of bereavement and other social
challenges through prayers, home visits and financial support within and outside the Mission area.
Charges have increased church visibility by the church members’ presence and support during
weddings, graduation parties, surprise birthday parties, child birth congratulations, anniversaries, and
bereavement.
We are seeing the united Methodist church at work. Midlands charge celebrated 1 wedding. Central
Charge celebrated 3 weddings. North Charge celebrated 2 weddings. South Charge celebrated 1
wedding
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HISTORY and archives
Preserve data and information.

Mission area church website remains work in progress. CM still encouraging church members to open
UMC emails.

Communication and publication
Produce and record information.

Live streaming on USTREAM channel was done for all church events at MA level with below
statistics;
Live Viewers Recorded For: Easter Revival=102. RRW 3 Day Revival=380. Views Reached for
Recorded Sermons=5,000
RRW Slough in South charge newsletter is now up and running and have since produced their 3 rd
edition.
Video and photographs recording was done at all church events from charge level to Mission area
level.
Social media (Facebook) adverts about Church Revivals and other events are shared via Lay leaders
WhatsApp groups. Statistics are;
Facebook Page Likes for 2018: 1224
Most views post Rev Charinge Sermon: 20,160
Average Views per post: 6,000
Total Requests received for Local Church information: 38
New members who have attended church following requests via Facebook=16
RRW Slough in South charge newsletter is now up and running and have since produced their 3 rd
edition.
Video and photographs recording was done at all church events from charge level to Mission area
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level.
Social media adverts about Church Revivals and other events are shared via Lay leaders WhatsApp
and other social media adverts.
Charges observed Heritage week

PROJECTS

Identify fundraising projects
for Zimbabwe.

All charges participated in Nherera Week and fund raising Sunday.
North Charge : £271.62
Midlands Charge: £1,033.90
Central Charge: £3,054.00
South Charge: £3,222.56
Scotland: £10.00
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Total Raised: £7,592.08
ROI: €173.00
Charges are offering assistance to identified school children in need of school fees in Zimbabwe.
Midlands Charge: Coventry local church RRW paid £222.00 school fees for two children and MUMC
paid £480.00 school fees for two children.
South Charge: Slough local church paid £1000.00 school fees for a child at Midlands University.
London local church paid £1,025.00 school fees for two children. One of the children completes study
this year.
Chelmsford local church is raising funds towards drilling of a borehole at Mutemwa Leprosy Centre
(raised £1480.00 so far).
Central Charge: Nottingham church raised £800.00 and bought 36 blankets and 25 mattresses for
Musha we vana orphange in Marondera.
Northampton church visited the sick and supported with £50.00
Charges participated in fundraising for the ZEAC Boardroom Furniture
South Charge: £2,800.00
Central Charge: £4,200.00
Midlands Charge: £3,500.00
North Charge: £1,235.00
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Total £11,735.00

Health
awareness and
safety

Promote healthy living style,
habits and wellbeing.

Promote safety at all church
gatherings.
Sporting and
Recreation

Charges observed health awareness week and covered pertinent health topics at section level and at
church.
All charges have bought high visibility clothing to be worn at all church gatherings. London local
church in South Charge have also bought a Defibrillator.
Sports activities were not done this year at charge or mission level.
Charges are becoming more sensitive to healthy living through healthy eating projects.
Food safety and hygiene was practised at all church gatherings and there were no reports of food
poisoning.

Disaster
response

Be prepared for any
eventuality and respond
accordingly

Responded to Cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe and assisted by sending cholera kits to be used at
community level. Five Cholera kits containing protective materials were purchased and sent to
Zimbabwe via UMC Harare Head Office
Efforts to purchase Intravenous Ringers Lactate and giving sets from an NGO in the Netherlands –
IMRES was abandoned due to expensive freight charges which were not cost effective.
At the time of writing this report, discussions were ongoing with a local supplier in Zimbabwe in the
hope of getting a favourable deal to purchase the much needed medicines.
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Funds raised:
Central Charge: £2,255.00
North Charge: £1,600.00
Midlands Charge: £2,300.00
South Charge: £2,000.00
Mission area: £2,000.00
Total: £10,155.00
.
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WITNESSING
The Witness Ministry gives us the opportunity to express and share our faith stories or testimonies of God’s grace in our life. This
ministry allows us to talk the walk of our faith in a way that invites others into a relationship with Christ. Witnessing attends to our
Christian witness of evangelism and social concerns. The Witness Team will be responsible for assisting churches by: Training and
motivating growing Christians to share their faith and lead others to accept Jesus Christ as their Lord and Saviour, Sponsoring
training in witnessing, Sponsoring training in lay speaking, Sponsoring specific events to equip our congregations to reach the unchurched in our communities with the gospel, intentional hospitality, organisations
Programme
1.Revivals

Objectives

Soul-Winning & Spiritual Growth

2.Leadership
Development

3. Church planting and
growth

4.Intercessory and
Prayer Counsellor
Teams

Training and motivating growing
Christians share their faith and
lead other to accepting Jesus as
their Lord and Saviour
Reach the unchurched and
supporting established
congregations
Psalm 2v8
Standing in the Gap ( Ezekiel
22v30)

Achievements
1. MUMC led end of year revival at Newport was successfully held on 25 November
2017. Attendance was 900 people. 700 partook Holy Communion.
2. Easter Revival was held successfully at The Dominion Centre, Wood Green,
London on 31/03/2018. As a committee would like to thank all those who contributed
in different ways to the success of the revival.
3. UMYF revival was held in Dunstable on 03/02/2018 and again this was very
successful.
4. RRW 3-day Revival was held in Blackpool. 13-15/07/2018
5. RRW MA Mubatanidzwa held in Leicester in May 2018
6. MUMC revival to be held 23/11/2018 in Wale- Please invite friends and other family
networks.
Lay – preacher trainings, where possible, were held in charges as per Charge
calendars.

The objective to sponsor/equip events at charges level in establishing new preaching
points is ongoing and we encourage charges to identify potential preaching points in
their areas. Established congregations continue to be fully supported.
WhatsApp group of 23 members with all charges represented continues to be active,
praying and interceding for revivals and providing prayer counsellors during revival.
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Membership/statistics

5.The F.R.A.N (Friends,
Relatives, Associates,
Neighbours

Monitor Church growth, for
effectiveness planning and
identification of needs….So the
churches were strengthened in
faith and grew daily in numbers
{Act16:5}
To reach the non-Church goers
we already know
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Locals continue to have Statisticians who keep attendance and membership records
for their respective locals. We, however, would want us all to improve on passing on
the information gathered to the top structures
Key statistics are compiled at all revivals and gatherings.

This is on-going as we continue to encourage all to observe and take seriously the
bring a friend Months of May, August, October, to be aware of non-Shona speaking
visitors and to engage with as many people as possible during revivals and other
events. ( At least 1 English Service included in local church Calendars)
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SPECIALISED MINISTRIES
Children’s Ministries
“For I have chosen him, so that he will direct his children and his household after him to keep the way of the LORD by doing what is right
and just, so that the LORD will bring about for Abraham what he has promised him."
Programme
1. Training

Objectives
Offer training, consistent information
and support to CYM coordinators,
Sunday school teachers and youth
advisors

Achievement
1. We are effectively utilised social media platforms to share information as needed.
We offered advice and support and also signpost as appropriate to policies and
legislation in relation to working with /safeguarding children and young people.
2. Utilised opportunity at family retreat to highlight concerns and create an awareness
to not just Coordinators but parents and appropriate age children on Child sexual
exploitation though drama.

2. Children,
Youth and
Family Retreat
3. Junior Sunday
School (JSS)
activities
during Mission
Area Revivals
4. Nurturing and
supporting
Junior
Youth(12-17)

To offer Children, Youth and families
opportunities for Christian fellowship
and development of social skills,
team building and bonding.
To provide young people the
opportunity to worship in an age
appropriate setting, learning at their
level of understanding and
participating in worship

3. We had our family retreat from the 31st of May to the 3rd of June at Conway Centre,
Anglesey. We had about 430 attendees with 70% of these being children. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that this was a very successful event. We are still collating
feedback and will feedback fully at next meeting.

Work with the Youth to support
transition from JSS to UMYF

5. We continued to strengthen our relationship and engagement with not only UMYF
but their advisors as well.

4. Where rooms permitted, we had JSS sessions kumasangano. We could not hold
one at the UMYF revival but were able to do so at the Easter one.

6.We were working closely with Youth Coordinator in programme identification and
implementation until December 2017
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5.JSS
development

Train, nurture and support JSS
members to be confident junior
preachers and also enhance their
Christian knowledge
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7. We reviewed and cascaded the JSS syllabus to Charges. We continued to
encourage all Charges to utilise resources available for consistency and also support.
8. We also continued utilising the CYM slot at revivals which is allocated to charges
on a rotational basis.
9. We also constantly encouraged the nurturing and supporting of JSS preachers not
just at national but also local and charge events so as to enhance their pulpit
experience.
10. We collated and published a CYM song book which was launched at the family
retreat with a very vibrant Choral competition. Every charge area, ROI and Scotland
contributed songs for the book.

6.Working
together

Working closely with CYM
Coordinators in Scotland and
Republic of Ireland (ROI)

11. We also mirrored church leadership at MA events and encouraging this to be
adopted in charge/local areas.
12. Liaised and worked closely with both ROI and Scotland CYM coordinators. Both
areas contributed to the Song Book.
13. We were also able to attend the Scotland CYM retreat on the 5 th to the 6th of May
2018
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ORGANISATIONS’ HIGHLIGHTS

Ruwadzano RweWadzimai (RRW)
1. Successfully held their 3-day revival at Blackpool from 13-15 July which was attended by over 700 people. Humbled to have Rev
Joseph Charinge and Mrs Chenai Gwiriri as guest preachers from Zimbabwe and we owe them our gratitude for their inspiring
sermons.
2. All charges and the local churches of Republic of Ireland and Scotland held revivals in their areas
3. Thirty-one (31) probationers were confirmed and badged into full membership
4. Successfully held Dumba on the 11th August at Mayflower Leicester and also elected new leadership for 2019/2020
5. Managed to send a delegate, Mrs Patience Mudambanuki, to the Zimbawe Episcopal Area RRW Madumba with their UK report
6. Their membership stands at 410, all of whom marupawo in full. They also managed to send US$3,280 as rupawo to the
Zimbabwe RRW Episcopal Area.
7. They paid £1,500 as their assessments to the Mission Area
8. They raised US$1,000.00 to buy 100 single blankets as their projects at women’s centres of both the ZEAC and ZWAC
conferences
9. They raised £950.00 (£50 from each local church) as condolences for the passing on of their member Mrs Grace Chiinze.

Mubvuwi weUnited Methodist Church (MUMC)
1. Successfully held their 2017 end of year revival in Wales where Rev Lucky Gasa was the international guest preacher.
Attendance was recorded as 900 people. 760 people partook Holy Communion and offering amounted to £2,778.00
2. Successfully held the men’s retreat at Daventry from 21-23 April where 122 men attended
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3. Launched a weekly telephone conference prayer line on Wednesdays to pray for our church and families.
4. Seven (7) probationers were confirmed and badged into full membership

United Methodist Youth Fellowship (UMYF)
1. Successfully held their revival from 3-4 February and Dunstable Conference Centre and managed to invite the Zimbabwe East
Annual Conference Lay Leader, Mr Simon Mafunda as the international guest speaker.
2. Seven (7) probationers were confirmed and badged into full membership
3. Celebrate having one of their own, Miss Rudawiro Munetsi as one of the guest preachers at the MA Easter revival at London
4. Reached out to the ZWAC and ZEAC Presidents and are in touch with them. Invited both ZWAC and ZEAC presidents to the
UMYF Youth week prayer line.
5. Celebrated five (5) UMYF weddings this year.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That in 2019, the harvest period starts in March and end in August.
2. That a Missions fund be created and the fund will be used to fund all programs and projects in our mission areas
3. That starting in 2019, there be a Ngariende Fund. A special collection will be done at every MA revival and the fund will be used
to support all evangelism programs.
3. That there be a disaster response fund of £3,000 to enable the Mission area to respond to disasters without solely relying on
contributions from charges.
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APPENDICES
CM1 UK MA 2019 Draft Calendar
CM2 Petitions
CM3 Outreach Inventoried Charity Work
CM4 GDPR Consent Form
CM5 Statistics

CONCLUSION
We wish to express our sincere gratitude to District Superintendent Rev Josphat Chaponda Banda and the UK Mission Area
Conference for giving us the opportunity to serve on this August Ministry for the past 2 years and we stand ready to hand over the
button to the incoming team. We thank God for the good work which both Pastors and the lay persons are doing in the mission
area. We pray that the Church will continue to grow

Humbly submitted by;
Fredrick Mutsipa

Connectional Ministries Chairperson

Donny Mutepfa

Associate Connectional Ministries Chairperson
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APPENDIX CM1

THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH UK MISSION AREA
A vibrant church, spiritually empowered and fully equipped for its Mission”

2019 CALENDAR
DATE
JANUARY
Tue 1
Tues 1-Thur 10
Sat 12
Sun 13
Fri 18-Sun 20
Sat 26

EVENT

VENUE

New Year’s Day
10 Days of Evangelism-Prayer and Fasting
OPEN
OPEN for Charges to conclude Prayer and Fasting period
MA Leadership Retreat, Boards and Annual Meetings
OPEN

Worldwide
Local Churches

FEBRUARY
Sat 2- Sun 3
Mon 4-Fri 8
Sat 9
Sat 16
Sat 23

MA UMYF Revival
Christian Education Week
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN

TBA
Local Churches

MARCH
Sat 2

OPEN

All Charges
TBA
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Sun 3
Mon 4-Sun 10
Wed 6
Sat 9
Sat 16
Sat 23
Sat 30
Sun 31

Nherera Sunday
UMYF Week
Ash Wednesday
OPEN for UMYF Week Activities
Music Directors/Choir Workshop
OPEN
OPEN
Harvest Launch

APRIL
Sat 6
Sat 13
Sun 14
Mon 15-Fri 19
Sat 20- Sun 21
Fri 26-Sun 28

OPEN
OPEN
Palm Sunday
Holy Week
Easter Revival
MA MUMC Retreat

MAY
Fri 3- Sun 5
Sat 4
Sat 11
Mon 13- Sun 19
Sun 19
Sat 25

Lone Parents Retreat
Lone Parents Retreat
MA RRW Mubatanidzwa
RRW Week
RRW Sunday
OPEN

Local Churches
All Charges
Local Churches
Mayflower,Leicester

Local Churches

Local Churches
Local Churches
TBA
Daventry

TBA
TBA
Mayflower,Leicester
All Charges
All locals

JUNE
Sat 1
Sat 8
Sat 15
Mon 17- Fri 21
Sat 22

OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
SPPR Week
OPEN

All Charges
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Sun 23
Sat 29
JULY
1-31
Mon 1-Sun 7
Sat 6
Sun 7
Fri 12- Sun 14
Sat 20
Sat 27
Sun 28

“Therefore go…”
Pastoral Appeal Sunday
MA Boards Progress and Executive Meetings

Local Churches
Mayflower

Stewardship and Temperance Month
MUMC Week
OPEN for MUMC activities
MUMC Sunday
MA RRW Revival
OPEN
OPEN
Harvest Thanksgiving

All Charges
All Charges
All locals
Blackpool

All Charges

AUGUST
Sat 3
Sat 10
Sat 17
Sat 24
Sun 25
Sun 25

OPEN
MA Organisations Madumba
OPEN
Scotland Charge Conference
ROI Charge Conference
Harvest Closure

Sat 7

South Charge Conference

South Charge

Sun 8
Mon 9-Fri 13
Sat 14
Sun 15
Sat 21
Sun 22
Sat 28

Central Charge Conference
Children’s Ministries Week
OPEN for Children’s Ministries Week
Children’s Ministries Sunday
Midlands Charge Conference
North Charge Conference
MA Organisations’ Planning Meetings

Central Charge
All Charges

Mayflower,Leicester
Scotland
ROI
Local Churches

SEPTEMBER

Local Churches
Midlands
North Charge
Mayflower, Leicester
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OCTOBER
Sat 5
Sat 12
Mon 14-Fri 18
Sat 19
Sun 20
Sat 26
Mon 28-Fri 1 Nov

MA Boards and Executive Meetings
OPEN
Laity Week
OPEN for Laity Activities
Laity Sunday
OPEN
Missions Week

Mayflower, Leicester

Sat 2
Sun 3
Sat 9

MA Conference
Missions Week
OPEN

TBA

Sat 16
Sat 23-Sun 24

OPEN
MA MUMC Revival

TBA

Choral Music Festival
Zimbabwe East Annual Conference
Zimbabwe West Annual Conference
Christmas
Boxing Day

Mayflower, Leicester
Old Mutare
Murehwa Mission
Worldwide
Worldwide

New Year’s Day
10 days of Evangelism-Prayer and Fasting

Worldwide
Local Churches

All Charges
All Charges
All Charges
All Charges

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
Sat 1
Fri 6-Sun 8
Fri 13- Sun 15
Wed 25
Thur 26
JANUARY 2020
Wed 1
Wed 1-Fri 10
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APPENDIX CM2
PETITIONS

Whereas Scotland Church has been registered in Scotland (UMC Scotland SC 47115) and governed by the Scottish Charity Commission,
different from the English Charity Commission which governs England and Wales.
Whereas it has become increasingly difficult for Scotland to participate fully in the Mission area activities due to distance
Whereas Scotland has a steady membership of 31 full members, 32 probationers and 20 children under the age of 12

Full Members

31

Probationary
Members

32

Children Under Total
12

20

83

Average Monthly

Harvest

Closing Bank Balances

Offerings

Tithes

2017

2018

2016

2017

£245.36

£452

£5000

5942

£17,916.25

£17,009.95

We therefore recommend that Scotland be constituted as a charge with effect from 1 January 2019
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APPENDIX CM3
Outreach Inventoried Charity Work

Key Result Area
Community Involvement (race for life)
South Charge: £4,040.00
Central Charge: £870.00
North Charge: £1,235.00
Midlands Charge: £1,243.00 + £209.50 Gift Aid

Community Involvement (social support)
Central Charge: -Nottingham church bereavement support: £742.00
-Nottingham church medical expenses support: £600.00
-Northampton church sickness visits: £50.00
South Charge:
-Portsmouth church food bank deposits

Membership Care (weddings)
Midlands Charge – 1
Central charge - 3
North Charge - 2
South Charge – 1

Projects (Nherera Fund)
North Charge: £271.62
Midlands Charge: £1,033.90
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Central Charge: £3,054.00
South Charge: £3,222.56
Scotland: £10.00
ROI: 173 Euro
Total £7,592.08 + €173.00

Central Charge (orphanage support)
Nottingham church: £800.00
Projects (school fees)
Midlands Charge: Coventry church RRW: £222.00
Coventry church MUMC: £480.00
South Charge: Slough church: £1,000.00
London church: £1,025.00
Projects (borehole drilling)
South Charge:Chelmsford Church: £1,480.00
Projects (ZEAC Boardroom furniture/Rural car fund)
South Charge: £2,800.00
Central Charge: £4,200.00
Midlands charge: £3,500.00
North Charge: £1,235.00
Total

£11,735.00

Disaster Response (Cholera Outbreak)
South Charge: £2,000.00
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North Charge: £1,600.00
Central Charge: £2,255.00
Midlands Charge: £2,300.00
Mission Area: £2,000.00
Total: £10,155.00
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APPENDIX CM4

United Methodist Church (UK)
Charity Number 1094560
Ethel Road, Evington, Leicester, LE5 5ND. Tel: 01162101790

GDPR Consent Form
Your privacy is important to us and is your right. We always communicate the church activities with church members/ church leaders
in groups and as individuals. The new UK data protection law requires us to get your consent on how we contact you and to keep your
details as needed in the church records. Any discussions done within the church about individuals need no consent. In case your details
are required by outside church agencies a special consent will be requested.

Name:

____________________________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________________________________

Phone NO: _________________________________________________________________________

I give my consent to The United Methodist Church UK MA to have and keep my personal required details for use
within the church for the following (Please put (Y-Yes /DN-Do not) in the box as applicable)
Keep me informed about news, events, activities in the church

locally, at charge level and Mission Area
Share my contact details where necessary with other members of the church on membership lists, volunteer
rotas
Contact me with regards to church financial support, gift aid and tithe

I consent to the church to contact by post phone email (delete the one not preferred)
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Sign ____________________________ Date____________________
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APPENDIX CM5
Full
member

Probationer

Associate
member

MIDLANDS

339

72

0

CENTRAL

183

133

1

Charge

NORTH
ROI
SOUTH
SCOTLAND
Total

31

32

28

553

237

29

Children 2018
114

525

2017

2016

2015

2014

515

599

621

632
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES (B.O.T)
REPORT TO UK MISSION AREA CONFERENCE
Theme
Ecclesiastes 11:1-2 “Cast your bread upon the waters, for you will find it after many
days. Give a portion to seven, or even eight, for you know not what disaster may
happen on earth”.
Salutation
The Superintendent, Reverends, Pastors, guests and delegates here present
greetings in the Name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, Amen!
Investment statement
In our previous year`s investment statement we called for the church to be as active
as quicksilver. However, beyond any shadow of doubt, some thought of it as an
Ananias to see our church dancing to the tune of investments. Brethren, we once
again, for the last time in our tenure, stand before thee announcing with joy that we
broke the back of investment and the coast is now clear. As the word spells it clearly
in Mat 21 v 21, “…..Truly I say to you, if you have faith and do not doubt, you will not
only do what was done to the fig tree, but even if you say to this mountain, ‘Be taken
up and cast into the sea it will happen”. The journey travelled is as broad as it is
long, good wine needs no brush, assistance is being given to Manchester Church as
they have thrown a bid for the acquisition of a sanctuary, Coventry have given it a
shot, London is a step away from acquiring, MA RRW has answered the call and
financed the purchasing of the Board Room furniture worth a whopping $1224.10.
Kudos to Amai DS Banda and team. In addition, the Board room has been newly
carpeted.
Well, for the other locals and charges that are trailing behind, now is the time to act
by leaps and bounds as you paddle your own investment canoes since it has been
left to one`s own bat on how you want to invest. However, as we keep the
investment ball rolling, please take heed, cut your coat according to your cloth.
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Proverbs 21:20 “The wise store up choice food and olive oil, but fools gulp theirs
down”.

Key areas
Objectives
1.Procurement
a. To procure a
of
MA sanctuary
Built Assets
b. Charges to
breed project
delivery
mechanisms
and convey
the projects
once the
governance
document is
finalised

2.Oversee,
supervise
and maintain
Church
property

a. Finalise the
consolidation
of insurances
b. Update asset
registers and
perform asset
audits
c. To ensure
reserve funds
are declared
and audited
on an annual
basis
d. Partake in
constructing
employee

Action Plan
a. setting up of a
procurement
committee
based on
expertise
b. Levying a
Sanctuary fund
c.

Attend Charge
Admin meetings
or Leaders‟
Training retreats
to facilitate
discussions and
support Charge
BOT teams with
vision and plans

a. Provide all

outstanding
information to
Methodist
Insurance and
ensure a
uniform public
liability cover
b. Rolling out a

procurement
and disposal
policy document
that will achieve
consistence.(se
e appendix)
c. Be part of the

Achievements
Charges are
engaged in
activities to raise
resources for
acquiring
properties.
Manchester and
London are in the
processes of
acquiring
sanctuaries and a
parsonage
DS` office is fully
furnished
The Board room
furniture for
$1224.10 was
acquired by MA
RRW
The Board room is
newly Carpeted
Insurance Policies
are in place.
Our Human
Resources
Function has been
outsourced to a
professional
company
Moorepay Ltd that
has constructed
our contracts and
tracking system
which is a
requirement for
licensing.
Procurement and
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contracts.

3. Investment
strategy
for UMC (UK)

a. Develop
alternative
investment
options

stakeholders
steering the
process

a. Setting up of an
investment
committee
based on
expertise
b. Consult on
preferred
options by
holding a
stakeholders
conference
c. Conduct one to
one meeting
with local
churches with
meaningful
reserves to
discuss
resource
deployment

Disposal
Document is
being employed
across Mission
Area
Investment
options are being
explored as a
continuous
process.

Assistance
continues to be
given to local
Churches and
Charges through
engagement
meetings.

Wishing you a Merry Christmas
Remain Forever Blessed
Report compiled by:
BOT Chairperson: Mr Robert Mutungamiri
BOT Board Members from the following Charges: South Charge; Central Charge;
Midlands Charge; North Charge; Scotland and ROI.
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PROCUREMENT AND DISPOSAL POLICIES
AND GUIDELINES FOR THE UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH (UK)
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Contents

Section 1- overview
Section 2- Procurement
Section 3- Procedural and Guidance Notes
Section 4- Contracts
Section 5- Disposal of Assets
Section 6- Field Trip Consent Form
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1. OVERVIEW

The Board of Trustees (BOT) will reflect and support the United Methodist Church by
working with Committees and suppliers to optimise the procurement of works, goods
and services.
It will provide support to the church (Committees) in obtaining the Works, Goods and
Services best suited to the application. This will be underpinned by consideration of:
Value for Money
Whole Life Costs
The environment
The Board of Trustees will define the type, size and phasing of the procurement as
guided by the Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church, after having made
a decision on the most appropriate sourcing option. The aim is to balance efficiency
against risk factors in achieving value for money. Board of Trustees will continue to
promote sustainable procurement with suppliers and end users using our Guide to
Sustainable Procurement.

Procurement Policy Document
The Procurement and Disposal Policy document will be reviewed on an annual basis
in line with the changing environment and direction of the church. The Procurement
Policy is endorsed by church administration Board. The Procurement Policy will soon
be available online to view and download.
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2. PROCUREMENT
Why Good Procurement Matters
Procurement is the process whereby the church acquires goods, services and works.
Effective procurement is essential for transparency and maximum benefit. The
procurement process spans a life cycle from identification of the need, through the
selection of suppliers, to post contract award management, including disposal. There
is a duty on procurers to apply key principles of Church procurement. These require
the delivery of value for money, appropriate quality and services to meet
organisation needs, and appropriate governance.
Procurement Practice
All procurement within the United Methodist Church shall be carried out in
accordance with legal requirements, Financial Regulations, Book of Discipline of the
UMC, Procurement Policy and Procurement Procedural Notes. This includes funding
obtained through external agencies.
It is the responsibility of the BOT to show that adequate policies, procedures and
checks are in place to carry out that requirement and to demonstrate its
effectiveness.
Procurement for the United Methodist Church (which includes the acquisition of all
goods, works and services), must always be undertaken with the objective of
securing maximum value for money consistent with acceptable and appropriate
standards of quality and service.
It is the responsibility of the church administration and or executive to ensure that
these requirements are complied with. Cases for departure from Procurement Policy
or Procedural Notes require the prior approval of the BOT or the church
administration and or executive and requests for such departure must be submitted
so as to allow sufficient time for review before the event.
Value for Money
Value for money is defined as ‘the optimum combination of whole life cost and
quality (or fitness for purpose) to meet the user’s requirement’. This is rarely
synonymous with the lowest price. Where an item / service is chosen that does not
have the lowest whole life costs, then the additional value added benefits must be
clear and justifiable.
Signing of Agreements and or Contracts
Any agreement or contract with a supplier for the provision of goods, works or
services that requires a signature on behalf of the United Methodist Church must be
sent to the BOT for review and signature. Other Committees or Officers are not
permitted to sign such agreements or contracts. If a contract requires the Church to
seal it an original copy must be kept or filed by the BOT.
A signature on an agreement or contract indicates the church`s acceptance of and
inescapable commitment to it, if not procured correctly this may result in inadvertent
acceptance of the supplier’s Terms and Conditions. BOT will check the agreement or
contract and its related Terms and Conditions. It might be necessary for the
contractual terms to be checked by a legal representative via the BOT. Any
necessary amendments or deletions will be made before the agreement or contract
is signed.
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3. PROCEDURAL AND GUIDANCE NOTES
The Board of Trustees has a number of procedural and guidance notes which are
updated on a regular basis.
External Appraisal of the United Methodist church (UK) Procurement Activities
As an organisation in receipt of significant public funds the church is subject to the
scrutiny and appraisal of HM Revenue and the Charities Commission. These bodies
require the Procurement Strategy and Policy to be carried out effectively.
Legislation
The BOT must ensure that the Church complies with all necessary legislation in the
country in which it practises as expounded on in the Book of Discipline, Section 2.
Compliance with Law 2506
The Bribery Act
The Bribery Act 2010 (the Act) was passed in April 2010 and came into force on 1
July 2011. The four key principle points to note in relation to offences under the Act
are:
The Act extends the crime of bribery to cover all private and public sector
transactions (previously bribery offences were confined to transactions involving
public officials and agents). These offences cover all legal persons (which includes
companies and individuals).
The Act creates a new offence of failing to prevent bribery which applies to noncommercial/ commercial organisations. Section 7 provides that a relevant
organisation, (‘C’), commits an offence if a person, (‘A’), associated with it, bribes
another person intending either to obtain or retain business for C or an advantage in
the conduct of business for C. An offence is committed if the conduct complained of
would constitute the commission by A of an offence contrary to two other sections of
the Act (which cover the general offence of bribery and the more specific offence of
bribing a foreign public official). The Act defines A as a person who performs
services for or on behalf of C. A may therefore be a service provider, subsidiary,
contractor, agent or employee and they may be based in or outside of England and
Wales. An organisation will only have a defence to this offence if it can show it had
‘adequate procedures’ in place to prevent bribery.
The scope of the Act is extensive – the offences are very broadly defined and it has
significant extra-territorial reach.
The offences contained in the Act carry criminal penalties for individuals and
organisations. For individuals, a maximum prison sentence of ten years and/or an
unlimited fine can be imposed; for organisations, an unlimited fine can be imposed.
The church, its employees and contractors/bidders are covered by the Act.
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Confidentiality
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) gives the general public (including
successful and unsuccessful bidders) rights to certain information which would
previously have been deemed confidential.
Code of Professional ethics
The BOT adopts the code of ethics as set out by the Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply. Details of this can be found at:
http://www.cips.org/engb/aboutcips/whatwedo/
Procurement Training
BOT provides some Facilitators at Lay-training sessions throughout as part of
achieving consistence in our operations.
Procurement Plan
The Procurement Plan is a yearly plan and sets out the key milestones that the BOT
need to achieve. The plan will include the use of the contract list to plan the
requirement for future tenders on-going reviews of contracts, strategic areas of
development, and any policy and procedural developments that are required.
The Board of Trustees is committed to the preparation and the continued
development of the procurement plan. The BOT continues to review the procurement
requirements of the Church whilst complying with all relevant legislation.
The BOT recognises its responsibilities to carry out its Procurement activities in an
environmentally responsible and sustainable manner. The Church and BOT will
therefore strive to:
Comply with all relevant environmental legislation.
Encourage suppliers to deliver environmentally sound products and services through
a low carbon and environmentally sustainable supply chain.
Ensure that suppliers environmental credentials are, as far as legally practicable,
considered in the supplier appraisal process.
Ensure that, where appropriate, environmental criteria are used in the award of
contracts.
Specify, wherever possible and reasonably practicable, the use of environmentally
sound materials and products.
Ensure that life cycle cost and carbon footprint is considered prior to procurement
decisions and given the appropriate weight.
Identify partners for environmental benchmarking, and adopt best practice wherever
possible.
Explore opportunities for recycling of materials as appropriate.
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4. CONTRACTS
Comprehensive tendering exercises should include the following assessments of
suppliers:
 Experience
 Insurances
 Financial Stability
 Forward planning
 Market share
 Competitiveness
 Value for money
 Health and safety
 Sustainability / Environmental planning and practices
 References
 Technical ability
 Quality and Quality Assurance
 Delivery
 Other service aspects
 Equal opportunities
 Ethical trading
 Inspection visit to supplier’s premises

It is imperative that all parties understand the contract that is being adhered to and
all the relevant documentation that forms that contract.
Board of Trustees and church administration have a responsibility to ensure that
where an appropriate contract is available, orders are placed with that supplier. If
there is any doubt regarding contracted sources of supply advice must be sought
Board of Trustees.
The United Methodist Church reserves the right to accept or reject tender returns in
full or in part.
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Terms and Conditions
The United Methodist Church has standard sets of terms and conditions in the Book
of Discipline and in most circumstances these will be applied to the acquisition of
goods, works or services. If circumstances alter or a change in law occurs it may be
appropriate to review the terms.
It may be deemed necessary, as part of a tender process to agree more industry
specific terms and conditions. In such cases these will need to be checked by the
BOT and in some circumstances, professional lawyers.
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Information Security
All suppliers or third parties that require access to the Church information systems as
part of the service they provide must comply with the United Methodist Church
Information Security Policies as set out by the Book of Discipline. Details of these
policies must be provided prior to the access being granted. Where access is
required, BOT must ensure that prior to the contracts being signed the supplier / third
party has signed up to the policies. During the term of the contract it must be
monitored and reviewed to ensure that information security requirements are being
satisfied. In the event of the contract being transferred or terminated appropriate
provisions must be in place to ensure the continued security to information and
systems. Suppliers / third parties will be asked where appropriate to demonstrate
their compliance with the policies.
Purchase or Lease
Where possible all goods and services should be purchased rather than leased. If
there is a requirement to lease any goods then BOT will assist in evaluating that this
is the most cost effective mechanism in acquiring the goods to ensure the Church is
obtaining value for money.
Quotations and Tenders
Thresholds
Where there is no contract / contracted supplier in place and the requirement
reaches the monetary thresholds set out below quotations must be sought or a
tender carried out, prior to an order being placed. This will ascertain the best source
and demonstrate competitiveness and value for money:
Threshold £s ex VAT
Value (£)
0 – 4,999
Above 5,000

Action
3 or more written quotations required
Tenders to be invited

Length of Contract and Aggregated Spend
Contracts should be no more than 4 years in duration, apart from in exceptional
circumstances. Length of contract must be taken into account in calculating the
contract value. This will ensure it does not fall into the next threshold and hence
require different treatment.
Single Action Waiver
Where there is no church contract in place and you are unable to obtain the relevant
number of quotations or tenders, the BOT will need to complete the single action
waiver form stating the reasons why this was not possible. If a single action waiver is
over the tender threshold, approval will be sought by BOT from the executive and or
church administration, and there may still be a requirement to carry out a sole
supplier tender to ensure a contract is in place and both parties are in full agreement.
Full justification is required prior to the order being issued to the supplier.
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Responsibility for Tendering
All current and future tenders are advertised and it is the responsibility of the BOT to
carry out tenders for Goods, Services and Works on behalf of the Church. Any post
tender bid clarification with suppliers will be led by the BOT. Any communication with
the suppliers involved in the tender process will be facilitated by the BOT.
Tendering Documentation and Procedures
Tender documents will usually consist of the following documents:
 The specification
 The contract terms and conditions
 The instructions to tenderers
When the process is complete and the contract is awarded these documents, the
submission from the supplier and any clarifications will form the contract once both
parties are in full agreement
Declaration of Outside Interest
When carrying out a tender exercise a declaration of outside interest form must
be completed by BOT officers involved in the tender process (see appendix 1). This
includes the use of external consultants who maybe assisting in the tender exercise.
The form will be issued by the BOT once they are aware of who has expressed an
interest in the tender exercise. In order to be part of the evaluation the completed
form must be returned to the BOT. (Outside interests can be broadly defined as activities
undertaken wholly or partly outside the roles of BOT (Church) whether remuneration is received or not, which
might lead to a conflict between the interests of the Church and those of the individual concerned).

Process of Ordering Goods, Works and Services
Once the appropriate policy and processes have been adhered to a requisition is
raised and signed by the necessary officers then goods are ordered and paid for by
cheque.

Retention of Documents
The Church should retain documents for the period of 6 years.
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5. DISPOSAL OF ASSETS
Guidelines
o BOT should identify assets that need to be disposed of.
o They present their proposal to the Administrative Board and give the
current Net Book Value.
o If the asset can be sold we recommend it be advertised and sold
internally [within the Church] first before selling it externally.
o A reasonable time frame [about 4 weeks] should be given to allow all
communication to reach all Church members.
o If no one is interested in buying the item[s] within 8 weeks, and if it is
still in a useable condition and in working order, it can be donated to
any local Charity Shop or Charity Organisation.
o Items / assets which are broken and cannot be repaired or are
uneconomical to repair should be disposed of in recycling centres and
written off in inventories.
o Records of disposed of and written off items / assets should be
archived and kept for at least 6 years.
Buildings
Market value (which of course could go up or down) should determine the
price.
Cars, Mobile phones, Laptops, Office and Home furniture
Double Depreciation Method is recommended (see example below)
In this method it is important to determine the Double decline Rate [DDR] first.

Example:
Cost of Asset:

£10,500

Salvage / Residual Value
Useful Economic Life

£500

5 years

DDR =

1 X 2
Life
= 1 X 2 (100)
5
= 40%

Declining Balance Rate Depreciation = Beginning of period carrying value X DDR
Year
1
2
3
4
5

DDB
10,500 x 40% = 4,200
6,300 x 40% = 2,520
3,780 x 40% = 1,512
2,268 x 40% = 907
1,361 x 40% = 544
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Depreciation
Expense
4,200
2,520
1,512
907
544

Accumulated
Depreciation
4,200
6,720
8,232
9,139
9,683

Book Value
6,300
3,780
2,268
1,361
817

Piano Depreciation
Another method of determining the value of a piano is called the "depreciation"
method. This method is especially useful for appraising pianos of recent make when
the models are still in production. To use it, one needs to find out how much a new
piano of the same or comparable make and model would cost now, and then look up
the age of the subject piano on a depreciation schedule.
The percentage given represents what the piano is worth relative to the cost of a
new one. There is no universally agreed-upon depreciation schedule for pianos, but
one such schedule is provided below. This method works fairly well for pianos of
average quality which have had a normal amount of wear. For better quality pianos,
or pianos that have had either very little or far too much use, the values produced
this way must be adjusted accordingly

Depreciation Schedule for Pianos
Age in Years

Percent of New Value

Age in Years

Percent of New Value

1

85

20

43

2

82

25

34

3

80

5

74

30

27

8

67

35 to 70

20

10

62

15

52

Verticals only:

Grands only:
30 to 70

30

Depreciation schedule courtesy of Stephen H. Brady, RPT, Seattle, Washington.
Reprinted from - The Piano Book by Larry Fine.
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The Straight Line Depreciation
Annual Depreciation Charge = Cost of Fixed Asset - Residual Value
Useful Economic Life [years]

ADC = C - RV
UEL[years]

Example:
Cost of Asset:

£10,500

Salvage / Residual Value
Useful Economic Life

£500
5 years

ADC = C – RV
UEL
ADC = 10,500 – 500
5
= 10,000
5
= £2,000
Net Book Value = Cost – Accumulated Depreciation
NBV = C – AC
So NBV at the end of year 1 = 10,500 – 2,000
= £8,500

Year

Cost

Depreciation
Expense
[Annual
Depreciation]

Accumulated
Depreciation

Book Value
[Net Book
Value]

1
2
3
4
5

10,500
10,500
10,500
10,500
10,500

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

2,000
4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000

8,500
6,500
4,500
2,500
500
[Scrap/salvage/
Residual Value]

NB: Determining Residual Value:
Residual / Salvage Value is the estimated value that an asset will realise when sold
at the end of its useful life. The value is used in accounting to determine depreciation
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amounts and in the tax system to determine deductions. The value can be a best
guess of the end value or can be determined by a regulatory body.
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Model Inventory

ASSET REGISTER FOR 2014
Asset
Descriptio
n
Peugeot
508
Upright
Piano

Serial
Number

XX12YYY
BS183TY

Date
acquired

Location

Initial
Value

Openning Book
Value

Annual
Depreciation

Accumulated
Depreciation

10/01/201
3
01/02/200
3

Mr X'
[Address]
Mr Y'
[Address]

£
10,500.00
£
1,000.00

£
8,500.00
£
100.00

£
2,000.00
£
90.00

£
4,000.00
£
990.00

Net Book Value
[closing]

Disp
osal

Comm
ents
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Appendix BOT1 United Methodist Church (UK) Declaration of Interests form

The United Methodist Church requires Board of Trustees and Executive members to declare
interests which are relevant and material to the Administration Board of which they are a
member.
PART A: DECLARATION OF INTEREST
NAME:

Position:

NATURE OF INTEREST:
(Please write none if applicable)
_________________________________________________________________________
_
_________________________________________________________________________
_
_________________________________________________________________________
_
_________________________________________________________________________
_
Signature ________________________________________ Date:

____________________
PART B:
OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT/PRIVATE PRACTICE
DETAILS OF OUTSIDE CHURCH ROLES:
(Please write none if applicable)
EMPLOYER: ______________________________________________________________
NATURE/TYPE OF BUSINESS: _______________________________________________
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION: ___________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_
DO YOU ENVISAGE A CONFLICT OF INTERESTS BETWEEN THIS EMPLOYMENT AND
YOUR CHURCH ROLE: YES/NO
Signature ________________________________________ Date: ______________
Please return this form to BOT CHAIRPERSON.
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APPENDIX BOT2

Consent Form for Field Trip or Out of Church Activity
Child Name: ……………………………………………… Date of Birth: …...../….../……
Details of visit: ………………………………………………………………………………………………
Date(s) of visit: … …………………………Coordinator/Adult in charge: ………………………………
Contact Details.
Name of Parent/Guardian:………………………………………………………….……………
Address:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………… Post Code: …...…………………….
Telephone Numbers: Home: ………..………….…. Mobile: …………………………..
Alternative Emergency Contact.
Name: ……………………………………………Relationship to Child: ………………………………..…
Address:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..….
……………………………………………………… Post Code: ……………………….
Telephone Numbers: Home: …………………….…. Mobile: …………………………..
Please give details of (a) any medical condition or recent injury of which the Church (UMC) should be
aware, including any regular medication, (b) allergies to any medication.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………….
Details of any special dietary requirements:
……………………………………………………………….……………..
I consent to ………………………………………………..…… participating in the visit/activity and have
read the information sheet(s) provided.
I have ensured that s/he understands that it is important, for her/his and the group's safety
that any instructions given by the Coordinators/Adults are to be complied with.

I undertake to inform the Church (UMC) of any changes in the health of the child, or any
other changes deemed relevant, prior to the date of departure.

I agree that Coordinators may, in the event of an emergency, give permission for my
daughter/son to receive medical treatment, including anaesthetic or blood transfusion, as
considered necessary by the medical authorities present.

I accept that the Church (UMC) has no liability for any personal property lost, stolen or
damaged and advises that valuable items should be covered by domestic household
insurance.
Signature of Parent/Guardian: …………………………………………. Date……/…..../…....
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APPENDIX BOT3
MA INVENTORIES
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COMMITTEE ON SUPERINTENDANCY REPORT (COS) TO UK MISSION
AREA CONFERENCE
1.

United Methodist Church (UMC) Quadrennial Theme

1.1

Mathew 28:19-20 (NIV) 19. Therefore, go and make disciples of all Nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and of the Holy Spirit.
20. And teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. Surely, I
am with you always, to the very end of age”

2.

Salutation

2.1

The District Superintendent (Chairman) Rev. J.C. Banda and Mrs. M. Banda,
Mission Area Women’s work Leader, Rev. K.M. Marange naMai; Pastor K.H.
Mudambanuki naMai; Mission Area Layleaders Mr. T. Muchenje and Mr. O.
Ndagurwa; and Mission Area Executive; all Charge Leadership and
Organisations; Delegates and Observers here-present; we greet you all in the
Name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit; Amen!

3.

Introduction

3.1

We are here to celebrate the work we have laboured tirelessly in the Lord’s
Vineyard for the whole of this year for God’s glory! The D.S. Rev. J.C. Banda
who is also Pastor in Charge of Midlands, North Charge, Scotland and
Republic of Ireland; Rev. K.M. Marange; Central Charge; Pastor K.H.
Mudambanuki, South Charge; Laity from all Charges; Tiri hondo imwe
mumunda waTenzi! We have demonstrated the expectation of “Holy
Conferencing” during our Administrative Board Meetings; Charge
Conferences and Mission Area Conference currently in progress. Glory to
God in the Highest!

4.

Vision

4.1

The Committee on Superintendence Broad Aim is based on a vibrant, spiritual
congregation which is fully equipped for effective Ministry in our families,
Sections and Congregations.

5.

Core Values


Do no harm – by avoiding evil of every kind;
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Do good – of every possible sort to all mankind;
Staying in love with God – by following His Commandments – as they are
in the Holy Bible; and
Social Responsibility – being part of Society and contributing to the wellbeing of the Society.

6.

Guiding Scriptures

6.1

John 10:14 “I am the good Shepherd, I know my sheep, and my sheep know
me. Jesus as the Father knows me, and I know the Father, I lay down my life
for the sheep. 16. I have other sheep that are not of this sheepfold, I must
bring them also.”

6.2

[Deuteronomy 18:2] –Clergy have “No inheritance among their brethren: The
Lord is their inheritance, as He hath said unto them.”

7.

Congratulations

7.1

As CoS we thank the Lord for the wonderful wedding of Mazvita Marange,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. K. Marange, Makorokoto to all Laity families who
celebrated weddings!

8.

Condolences

8.1

The United Kingdom Mission Area remembers in honour some of the beloved
ones from Pastors, Mrs. P. Mudambanuki lost her father – the Late Sekuru
Zinyemba and her sister’s son and Laity families who passed on to live with
the Lord. The Church has demonstrated its solidarity in supporting the
bereaved spiritually, morally and economically. Indeed, we are One Family!

8.2

Committee on Superintendence encourages both Pastors and Laity to have
Funeral Policies but however, the spirit of helping one another during times of
bereavement is highly encouraged.

9.

Church Registration/Sponsors Licence

9.1

It is our hope that the process is progressing smoothly towards compliance.
We hope and pray that very soon we will celebrate this Great Achievement.

10.

United Methodist Church Mission Area Head Office

10.1

We highly appreciate services being rendered by Mrs. M. Mzee the First
Member of Staff in the Mission Area working for two days per week thus
Tuesdays and Thursdays. We are also grateful with various donations that we
are receiving from the Mission Area, Charges and Organisations towards
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equipping the Office. The Spirit of giving is growing high in our Charges. We
appreciated the recent finishing of the District Superintendent’s Residence
and the Zimbabwe West Annual Conference Boardroom and the Car Fund for
Zimbabwe Pastors through generous Contributions from our Charges; a big
thank you for your generous gestures! May our good Lord richly bless those
who tirelessly toil in his Vineyard. We now focus on Zimbabwe East
Boardroom furniture indeed we are doing a good work equipping our Home
Conferences! Well done everybody!
11.

Pastoral Support Sunday

11.1

The table below highlights Charges’ performances and steady growth during
the period 2015 to 2018. We praise the Lord for the free giving!
CHARGE

2015

2016

2017

2018

£1 861.16

£3 249.13

£3 182.30

£3 685.50

Central

£948.02

£1 295.27

£1 503.00

£1 776.00

Midlands

£717.52

£608.89

£842.14

£920.00

North

£555.64

£302.97

£342.23

£-

£4 085.34

£5 572.26

£5 770.67

£6 382.13

South

TOTALS

11.2

Topic 2018 Taking Care of the Pastor
Guiding Scriptures Galatians 6 verse 6; Thessalonians 5 Verse 12 to 14;
Timothy 5 vs 17 to 18 Guiding Hymns 302; 295 and 299.

12.

Objectives and Achievements

Key Areas

Objectives Achievements

Effectivenes

District

s of Ministry

Superinte

after the Bishops appointment.

ndent

raised from CoS budget, Mission Area, Charges and

(D/S)

Organisations;

Pastors’





Welfare

Welcome celebration for District Superintendent and Mai
A total of £650-00 was

Our District Superintendent managed to chair all Charge
Conferences, Australia included;



The District Superintendent attended most Graduations
Weddings and Birthday celebrations for Church Members
and Pastors within the Mission Area;



All Charges welcomed their Pastors after their appointments;
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There are good relations between Pastors and Members of
the Congregations.

This is demonstrated by visits to

Parsonages; and vice versa;


Pastors are attending to Members’ needs – visiting the sick,
the grieving;



Holy Communion is being served to Congregations;



Pastors are satisfying their Congregations during Revivals
with uplifting Sermons.

Employment Review of

This will be done soon through a Human Resources Company.

Contracts

Signing

Welfare for

Travel

District

Claims

Superintend

and

ent and

Salaries

Superintendent are being recognized and given presents.

Salary

Remunera 

Committee on Superintendence is advocating for 3.2%

Increment

tion

salary increments for all Pastors across the board;



District Superintendent and Pastors’ Travel Claims are being
processed timeously.



Celebration of Birthday and Christmas for the District

Pastors



Hospitality allowance of £60-00 for all Pastors.

12.1

The CoS endeavours to carry out its responsibility as diligently as it can for
the glory of God to manifest throughout the Mission Area. We pray that both
the Clergy and Laity work tirelessly to achieve all our goals and demonstrate
the spirit of Holy Conferencing through-out all our deliberations in all our
gatherings and meetings. May the Lord be with us all as we labour in the His
Vineyard!

13.
13.1

Other Achievements
The District Superintendent, Charge Pastors and Spouses and Delegates
attended both Conferences in Zimbabwe.
Pastor K.H. Mudambanuki preached at Zimbabwe West Conference held at
Murewa.
The District Superintendent led a delegation which included our Mission Area
Pastors and Delegates to Nyadire Mission to witness dormitories which were
damaged by strong winds which. As Mission Area, we raised funds for
assistance.
District Superintendent and MA hosted all Revival Guest Preachers from
Zimbabwe, Rev. Gasa, Rev. Charinge, Mrs. C. Gwiriri and Rev. Makina from
South Charge. We appreciate the hospitality rendered by Pastor K.H. and
Mai P. Mudambanuki to MA Guests.

13.2
13.3

13.4
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We really appreciate the Bishop and Cabinet’s gesture of allowing our
Candidates for Ministry to be trained in the United Kingdom’s London College
and Queens Colleges.
13.6 Pastor K.H. Mudambanuki is currently studying for BA Honors Degree at
London Theological College which he hopes to complete next year.
13.7 We now have District Committee on Ordained Ministry for Mission Area which
is currently working on Programme for Certified Lay Minister to assist in our
Charges where need arises.
13.8 We were blessed having Rev. Chigwizura on a Business Visa in the Mission
Area, and Scotland Local Church and other Charges hosted her while
Congregations were blessed by her uplifting Sermons.
13.9 The District Superintendent was on a Two-week Annual Leave in August
2018.
13.10 District Superintendent Banda has maintained good relations with the Pastors
at Leicester where we have our Mission Area Office.
13.5

14.
14.1
14.2
14.3
14.4

Looking ahead Encouragements
We continue to urge all our Congregations to welcome Pastors on
Appointments and celebrate their birthdays.
Retreats for Pastors to be held at least once per year.
We encourage all Charges to fund for Pastors spouses to attend annual
conferences.
We encourage Pastors to utilise their Annual Leave facility.

15.
15.1

Recommendations
CoS is recommending an Annual Salary Increase of 3% in line with the rate of
inflation for our Pastors.

16
16.1

Conclusion
We continue to glorify God Almighty for guiding us as we labour in his
Vineyard sincere appreciation to the missionary leadership in the church
members for the holy conferencing demonstrated during deliberations.

16.2

We thank God for our D.S Rev J.C.Banda and Amai for their guidance.

16.3

Sincere appreciation to all Charge Leadership and Church Members who take
their time and Resources to drive our District Superintendent on long trips
throughout the Mission Area, we thank you!

16.4

We pray that our Pastors Spouses and Delegates will safely travel to and from
the 2018 Annual Conferences in Zimbabwe.

16.5

As CoS we wish you all a Merry Christmas and a prosperous 2018 and
beyond! God bless you all!

Mr E. Kaisi
CHAIRPERSON

Mrs. E. Mashiri
ASSOCIATE CHAIRPERSON
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COMMITTEE ON FINANCE (CoF) REPORT TO MISSION
AREA CONFERENCE UK

Salutations
Introduction
Our Mission Area Superintendent Rev J.C. Banda, Rev K. Marange, Pastor K.
Mudambanuki, clergy spouses; our lay leaders Mr T Muchenje and Mr O Ndagurwa,
lay leader spouses; invited guests, delegates, and members of the Mission Area
Executive.
Herewith our final report for 2018. All glory and honour to our Lord for His guidance
throughout our term in office. We shudder to countenance where we would be
without such. Isaiah 40:31 “but those who hope in the LORD will renew their
strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not grow weary, they
will walk and not be faint,” aptly sums up our remit in office.
This report, outlines of our achievements for 2018 and highlight issues and
recommendations that we believe will help in enhancing the sustenance and growth
of our Church.
The overall economy has been characterised by uncertainties. The demographic
pattern of our laity has changed over time. These and other factors have impacted
on our income streams. We have however performed well despite a decline in
income. We remain resolute in our unwavering commitment to ensure that the
church continues to be financially viable on a sustained growth trajectory.
2018 Highlights
Highlights of our activities in 2018 are summarized as follows:
1. All churches have now transferred assets to new accounts under United Methodist
Church (UK), charity number 1169890.
2. United Methodist Church Scotland is now reporting to the Office of the Scottish
Charity Regulator.
3. Remarkable harvest of £ 201,865.30. Thank you all, we give praise to the Lord.
4. Significant disaster response to Cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe. £7,800.00.
5. Concerted approach to all finance matters as members of COF worked tirelessly
together to steward church resources.
Key areas:
1. Budget Administration
2. Financial systems and procedures standardization
3. HMRC tax liabilities.
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4. Communications.
5. Auditing
6. Mission Area Payments
Achievements
Here is a snapshot of some of our achievements throughout the year.
1. Budget administration
This has been a challenge as unapproved expenditure placed pressure on our
budget. BOLA and clergy visit to Scotland from Zimbabwe are significant as they
were not budgeted for. Inability to pay full assessments also contributed. Reduced
payroll expenditure from decommissioning of “assistant pastors” will provide some
relief, giving some assurance to ending the year with a slight surplus.
2. Financial systems and procedures.
Existing policies and procedures have served us well. However, we still have issues
with compliance, where some officers fail to follow due process. We have
experienced delays in receipt of documents supporting expenditure. This has
attendant knock on effects such as delayed audits, among others.
3. HMRC tax liabilities.
We continue to be tax compliant with no outstanding tax liabilities.
4. Communication
All communications channels are being used effectively. We are however desirous of
improved inter committee liaison to improve efficiencies in monitoring expenditure
and following set polices and guidelines.
5. Auditing
We again failed to submit our books of accounts to our external auditors as set out
on our dashboard. There will be a delay in filing our accounts with the Charities
Commission.
Our internal audit function continues to improve. However, some stations
experienced delays in getting audit reports.
6. Mission Area Payments
Central, Midlands and South charges are up to date with their assessments. Kudos
to Central charge and RRW who paid assessments for the year. North Charge have
paid £8,100.00. Scotland and ROI have paid £4,100.00 and £5,525.76 respectively.
MUMC and RRW still outstanding. We note with concern, delayed remittance of
Harvest to Mission area. All restricted funds have been paid as directed.
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Financial Performance

Mission area income (£)
[VALUE]
1465391

1
0

500000

1000000
2016

191,098

190,000

190,500
2016

191,000

2017

1075454

1

988898

190,150

189,500

2000000

Mission area expenditure (£)

Mission area tithes (£)
1

1500000

191,500

900000

950000

1000000 1050000 1100000
2016

2017

2017

Mission area pledges (£)
62596

1
0

20,000

40,000
2016

85,131

60,000

80,000 100,000

2017

Mission area Harvest
279506
272,504

1
207356
0

50000

100000
2016

150000
2017

200000

250000

300000

2018

Comparison of our five KPIs.
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1. 5-year trend, total income and expenditure analysis.
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Income

634,868

849,866

834,895

1,192,208.63

1,465,391

Expenditure

668,858

700,721

795,836

1,075,454

988,896

1,500,000

Surplus/Deficit

(33,990)

149,145

39,059

116,755.10

476,495

1,000,000

Harvest

202,829

219,267

209,842

311,746

272,054

Pastoral Fund

8,155

8,584

6,992

17,420

5,952

Nherera Fund

6,017

7,054

10,577

18,222

10,034

Disaster
response

132

0

8,640

4,470

8,747

£

KPIs 5 year analysis

500,000
0
2013

2014

-500,000

Income

2015

2016

2017

Year
Expenditure

Surplus/Deficit

Harvest

Source: Data extracted from annual reports and consolidated accounts.
2. 2017 giving analysis

Offerings

Thanksgiving

Tithes

Pledges

Harvest

North
charge

6,170

6,334

8,727

15,109

32,700

Midlands
charge

17,430

5,893

52,679

28,683

67,858

Central
charge

23,346

6,361

29,860

15,081

67,425

South
charge

28,253

6,746

98,885

Total

75,199

25,334

190,150

26,259
85,131

104,521
272,504
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Pattern of giving across our Mission area 2017
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
North charge

Midlands
charge

Offerings

Central charge South charge

Thanksgiving

Tithes

Pledges

Total

Harvest

3. Charges harvest analysis

Charge
Central charge
Midlands charge
North charge
South charge
Total

2017 (£)

2018 Target
(£)

2018 actual
(£)

Variance

67,425
67,858
32,700
104,521
272,504

66,000
62,000
22,000
110,000
260,000

44,790
40,931
16,928
104,707
207,356

(21,210)
(21,069)
(5,072)
(5,293)
(52,644)

4.
Budget
Performance
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Budget Variance Report for fund code General September 2018
Actuals year to date

Budgets year to date

Variance

%

Notes

Voluntary Receipts
UMC100
UMC104
UMC110
UMC120
UMC130
UMC140
UMC141
UMC142
UMC150
UMC160
UMC201
UMC203

Assessments North Charge
Assessments Other
Assessments Midlands Charge
Assessments Central Charge
Assessments South Charge
Assessments Scotland
Assessments RRW
Assessments UMYF
Assessments Republic of Ireland
Assessments MUMC
Revival Offering
Tithe

8,100.00
6,217.67
22,000.00
33,000.00
30,400.00
4,100.00
0.00
0.00
5,525.76
0.00
1,876.61
1,584.82

11,700.00
0.00
22,800.00
22,800.00
22,800.00
6,075.00
1,300.00
300.00
6,075.00
1,300.00
3,732.00
900.00
112,804.86

99,782.00

-3,600.00 -30.77
6,217.67 xxxxxx
-800
-3.51
10,200.00 44.74
7,600.00 33.33
-1,975.00 -32.51
-1,300.00
-100
-300
-100
-549.24
-9.04
-1,300.00
-100
-1,855.39 -49.72
684.82 76.09
------------------------------13,022.86 13.05

1

-39,000.00
-100
-------------------------------39,000.00
-100

4

-5,601.61 -93.36
-------------------------------5,601.61 -93.36

5

6

2

3
3
3

Receipts from Church Activities
UMC300 Harvest

0.00

39,000.00
0.00

UMC500 Missions Income UK

398.39

39,000.00

6,000.00
398.39

6,000.00

Other Receipts
UMC601 Sundry Receipts

2,136.36

0.00
2,136.36

0.00

2,136.36 xxxxxx
------------------------------2,136.36 xxxxxx

115,339.61

144,782.00

-------------------------------29,442.39 -20.34

Church Activities Costs
UMC800
UMC801
UMC803
UMC806
UMC807
UMC809
UMC813
UMC818
UMC819
UMC820
UMC825
UMC831
UMC832
UMC833
UMC834
UMC835

Salaries
Employer's NI Contribution
Rent
Stationery and Administration
Telephones and IT
Hire Charges
Travel and Hospitality
Website Expenses
Sage Payroll Support
Professional Fees
International travel expenses
Miscellaneous Expenses
BOT
Connectional Ministries
Committee on Superintendency
Finance

51,327.30
2,276.13
1,080.00
1,370.14
764.13
770.00
11,676.72
168.98
83.99
0.00
1,183.50
0.00
0.00
15,295.72
723.58
0.00

79,695.00
1,656.00
4,000.00
2,000.00
0.00
7,000.00
13,900.00
0.00
0.00
3,000.00
1,000.00
2,400.00
500.00
19,050.00
3,150.00
2,000.00
(86,720.19)

(139,351.00)

7

28,367.70
35.6
-620.13 -37.45
2,920.00
73
629.86 31.49
-764.13 xxxxxx
6,230.00
89
2,223.28 15.99
-168.98 xxxxxx
-83.99 xxxxxx
3,000.00
100
-183.5 -18.35
2,400.00
100
500
100
3,754.28 19.71
2,426.42 77.03
2,000.00
100
------------------------------52,630.81 37.77

8

9
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Budget Variance Report for fund code General September 2018
Actuals year to date

Budgets year to date

Variance

%

Notes

Management Fees
UMC900 Bank Charges
UMC902 Audit Fees

134.12
7,200.00

0.00
7,200.00
(7,334.12)

(7,200.00)

-134.12 xxxxxx
0
0
-------------------------------134.12
-1.86

10

Payments to Other Charges
UMC953 Central Charge

1,368.00

0.00
(1,368.00)

0.00

-1,368.00 xxxxxx
-------------------------------1,368.00 xxxxxx

11

12

Transfers
TRF Transfers

TOTAL SURPLUS/DEFICIT

1,300.00

0.00
1,300.00

0.00

1,300.00 xxxxxx
------------------------------1,300.00 xxxxxx

(94,122.31)

(146,551.00)

------------------------------52,428.69 35.78

(1,769.00)

------------------------------22,986.30 xxxxxx

21,217.30
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Notes to the Budget Variance report
1. The amount is for 2017 assessment arrear that was paid in 2018
2. Assessment was paid more than the annual figure and the overpayment has
since been refunded to the Charge.
3. Assessment for RRW paid through inter-fund transfer (see note 11). MUMC
assessment has since been paid through similar transaction. UMYF
assessment is yet to be received.
4. No harvest remittance had ben reeved as at 30 th September 2018. Status to
date now stands as follows:
Harvest 2018
Amount
Total Harvest 15% remittance remitted to MA
South Charge
104,706.00
15,705.90
15,706.00
Midlands Charge
40,931.00
6,139.65
North Charge
16,928.00
2,539.20
Central Charge
39,299.63
5,894.94
Scotland
0.00
RoI
0.00
Grand Total
£ 201,864.63 £
30,279.69 £ 15,706.00

5. The amount is for 2017 funds received from Central Charge.
6. This figure if for JSS hymnal purchases (£195.00), change returned for
advances paid for purchases (£178.82), and RoI 2017 harvest arrear
(£1,762.54).
7. Reduced actual expenditure against budget is a result of former assistant
pastors not recruited.
8. This expenditure includes volunteer travel, DS travel and entertainment
expenses for Mission Ares meetings.
9. Expenditure relates to air ticket for invited guest preacher and visa
application.
10. This amount is for external audit fees for 2016 books which was paid in
current year.
11. The amount is for repayment made to Central Charge for funds previously
paid into the Mission Area account for procurement of Paxton licenses.
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12. This for transfer made from RRW to General fund for assessment payment.
Similar transfer has since been made for MUMC assessment.
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Paxton

Multiple Fund Income and Expenditure Report - September 2018

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH UK
September 2018 year to date turnover
General

CONDOL

DISASTER

MUMC

ORPHANS PASTORAL

RRW

UMYF

Total

Voluntary Receipts
UMC100 Assessments North Charge
8,100.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,100.00

6,217.67

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,217.67

22,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

22,000.00

33,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

33,000.00

30,400.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

30,400.00

4,100.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,100.00

5,525.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,525.76

1,876.61

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,876.61

1,584.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------112,804.86
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1,584.82
----------------112,804.86

UMC104 Assessments Other
UMC110 Assessments Midlands Charge
UMC120 Assessments Central Charge
UMC130 Assessments South Charge
UMC140 Assessments Scotland
UMC150 Assessments Republic of Irelan
UMC201 Revival Offering
UMC203 Tithe

Receipts from Church Activities
UMC301 Gifts and Donations
0.00

0.00

471.30

0.00

0.00

3,686.29

0.00

0.00

4,157.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,214.38

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,214.38

0.00
0.00
7,201.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------0.00
0.00
7,672.46
0.00
7,214.38
3,686.29
0.00
0.00

7,201.16
----------------18,573.13

398.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------398.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

398.39
----------------398.39

UMC302 Orphans Fund
UMC305 Disaster Fund

UMC500 Missions Income UK
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Multiple Fund Income and Expenditure Report - September 2018

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH UK
September 2018 year to date turnover
General

CONDOL

DISASTER

MUMC

ORPHANS PASTORAL

RRW

UMYF

Total

2,136.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------2,136.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2,136.36
----------------2,136.36

Other Receipts
UMC601 Sundry Receipts

Organisational Receipts
MUMC701 MUMC PROJECTS INCOME
0.00

0.00

0.00

24,048.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24,048.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,459.56

0.00

19,459.56

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,813.24
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------0.00
0.00
0.00
24,048.27
0.00
0.00
19,459.56
3,813.24

3,813.24
----------------47,321.07

----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------115,339.61
0.00
7,672.46
24,048.27
7,214.38
3,686.29
19,459.56
3,813.24

----------------181,233.81

RRW700 RRW PROJECTS INCOME
UMYF702 UMYF PROJECTS INCOME

Church Activities Costs
UMC800 Salaries
51,327.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

51,327.30

2,276.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,276.13

1,080.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,080.00

1,370.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,370.14

764.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

764.13

770.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

770.00

11,676.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,676.72

168.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

168.98

83.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

83.99

1,183.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,183.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,953.58

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,953.58

UMC801 Employer's NI Contribution
UMC803 Rent
UMC806 Stationery and Administration
UMC807 Telephones and IT
UMC809 Hire Charges
UMC813 Travel and Hospitality
UMC818 Website Expenses
UMC819 Sage Payroll Support
UMC825 International travel expenses
UMC827 Orphans Fund
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Multiple Fund Income and Expenditure Report - September 2018

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH UK
September 2018 year to date turnover
General

CONDOL

DISASTER

MUMC

ORPHANS PASTORAL

RRW

UMYF

Total

UMC829 Disaster Fund
0.00

0.00

5,614.73

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,614.73

15,295.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,295.72

723.58

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

723.58

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3,471.27
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------(86,720.19)
0.00
(5,614.73)
0.00
(5,953.58)
0.00
0.00
(3,471.27)

3,471.27
----------------(101,759.77)

UMC833 Connectional Ministries
UMC834 Committee on Superintendency
UMYF1002 UMYF PROJECTS EXPENDITURE

Management Fees
UMC900 Bank Charges
134.12

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.00

0.00

35.00

0.00

184.12

7,200.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------(7,334.12)
0.00
0.00
0.00
(15.00)
0.00
(35.00)
0.00

7,200.00
----------------(7,384.12)

1,368.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------(1,368.00)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1,368.00
----------------(1,368.00)

UMC902 Audit Fees

Payments to Other Charges
UMC953 Central Charge

Organisational Payments
MUMC1001 MUMC PROJECTS EXPENDITURE
0.00

0.00

0.00

23,315.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23,315.04

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12,774.99
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------0.00
0.00
0.00
(23,315.04)
0.00
0.00
(12,774.99)
0.00

12,774.99
----------------(36,090.03)

1,300.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(1,300.00)
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------1,300.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(1,300.00)
0.00
----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- -----------------

0.00
----------------0.00
-----------------

RRW1000 RRW PROJECTS EXPENDITURE

Transfers
TRF Transfers

TOTAL SURPLUS/DEFICIT
21,217.30

0.00

2,057.73

733.23

1,245.80

3,686.29

5,349.57

341.97

34,631.89
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Notes to the Income & Expenditure report
1. Disaster Funds:
Breakdown of fund received as follows:
a) Global Migration Fund
Amount remitted
to MA
South Charge
0.00
Midlands Charge
0.00
North Charge
0.00
Central Charge
471.30
RoI
0.00
Scotland
0.00
Grand Total
£471.30
Funds still kept in Mission Area account, awaiting instruction on disbursement
b) Nyadire Disaster Fund
Additional funds received in January 2018 from Central Charge:

£516.56

c) Cholera Disaster Fund
Funds received from Charges for the Cholera Disaster. Total receipts and disbursement to date
under this fund summarised as follows:
Amount remitted
to MA
South Charge
2,180.00 (£180,00 post Sept receipt)
Midlands Charge
2,300.00
North Charge
1,600.00 (post Sept receipt)
Central Charge
2,255.20
RoI
129.40
Scotland
0.00
Grand Total
£8,464.60
Total amount disbursed for purchases as per requests by CM to date:
£2,963.88
Balance in account:
£5,500.72

2. Pastoral Fund:
Funds so far received from the charges as at the end of September 2018 as
follows:
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Pastoral Fund

Amount
Amount
remitted to
Amount
Raised
MA
remitted to ZEA
South Charge
3,686.29
3,686.29
0.00
Midlands Charge
0.00
0.00
0.00
North Charge
0.00
0.00
0.00
Central Charge
0.00
0.00
0.00
Scotland
0.00
0.00
0.00
RoI
0.00
0.00
0.00
Grand Total
£
3,686.29 £
3,686.29 £
NB: Receipts awaited from the remaining charges, RoI & Scotland

3.

Orphans Fund:
Orphans Fund
Amount
Amount
Raised
remitted to MA
South Charge
3,213.76
3,213.76
Midlands Charge
1,003.90
1,003.90
North Charge
441.90
441.90
Central Charge
2,394.12
2,394.12
Scotland
0.00
0.00
RoI
140.70
140.70
20.00
Grand Total
£
7,053.68 £
7,053.68
Total mount remitted to ZEA:
Balance to be remitted:

£5,953.58
£1,100.10

Other donations
1. ZEA – Zim West Head Office boardroom furniture fund:
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Boardroom Furniture Donations
Amount
North Charge
£
Midlands Charge £ 3,500.00
South Charge
£ 2,810.00
Central Charge
£ 4,200.00 (post Sep receipt)
Scotland
£
700.00 (post Sept receipt)
RoI
£
677.46
Total to date
£ 11,887.46
Remitted to ZEA
Balance

£0.00
£ 11,887.46

2. Foreign Remittances on behalf of Charges and MA organisations:
Foreign Remittances
Date
Amount (USD) Amount (£)
01/01/2018
5,534.18
4,176.11
19/03/2018
1,389.26
1,025.00
03/04/2018
1,357.43
1,000.00
09/04/2018
1,715.00
1,273.18
08/08/2018
3,648.00
2,924.05
Total

13,643.87

Sender
MA (ex Charges)
South Charge (ex London UMC)
South Charge (ex Slough UMC)
MA RRW
MA RRW

Intemediary Receipient Purpose/Beneficiary
ZEA Centennial Fund Nyadire Mission
Isheanesu Project
Great Zimbabwe University
ZEA Centennial Fund Midlands State University
ZEA Centennial Fund RRW Project
ZEA Centennial Fund RRW Rupawo

10,398.34
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Balance Sheet Report - September 2018

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH UK
All fund codes consolidated
Month = September 2018
Balance

Last year

Notes

0.00
0.00
---------------0.00

3,474.50
0.24
---------------3,474.74

2
2

---------------123,700.24

98,404.25
0.00
(844.45)
(0.08)
917.50
1,469.35
566.84
(0.47)
---------------100,512.94

3
4

---------------(15,582.16)

20,169.07
(4,000.00)
(0.48)
146.70
3,953.23
---------------(20,268.52)

5

---------------(17,704.71)

4,042.49
5,568.70
11,326.46
106.00
3,344.68
6,848.27
664.09
16,344.18
---------------(48,244.87)

Fixed Assets
UMC1005 EQUIPMENT
UMC1010 FIXTURES & FITTINGS

1

Current Assets
UMC2000
UMC2003
UMC2035
UMC2036
UMC2037
UMC2038
UMC2039
UMC2040

Bank Current Account
Bank Current Account 2
Staff Travel -South Charge
Travel Advance
Staff Travel-Midlands Charge
Staff Travel-Central Charge
Staff Travel-North Charge
Staff Travel-Scotland

49,755.91
72,136.19
(708.01)
(692.36)
703.59
1,471.30
1,034.09
(0.47)

Liabilities
UMC2041
UMC2070
UMC2072
UMC2075
UMC2080

Received on Behalf of- GENERAL
Creditors control account
Other Creditors & Accruals
Net Salaries
HMRC (PAYE & NI)

17,204.29
(4,000.00)
(0.48)
146.70
2,231.65

Reserves
DISASTER - Surplus/deficit year to date
General - Surplus/deficit year to date
MUMC - Surplus/deficit year to date
ORPHANS - Surplus/deficit year to date
PASTORAL - Surplus/deficit year to date
RRW - Surplus/deficit year to date
UMYF - Surplus/deficit year to date
UMC2099 Retained deficit/surplus

2,057.73
17,742.56
733.23
1,245.80
3,686.29
5,349.57
341.97
(13,452.44)

5
5

6
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Notes to the Balance Sheet
1. Current assets totalling £3,474.74 in legacy value have been depreciated to
nil value as per discussion with the BoT committee. These are in fact not fixed
assets which cannot be used as collateral.
2. Total funds held in the two bank accounts is £121,892.10. Funds held in the
old bank account (UMC 2000) are to be transferred to the new account
(UMC2003) prior to commencement of trading if the new charity and upon
completion of transfer of current direct debits to the new account. Distribution
of the funds as follows:
3. These include the balance of funds received from charges for BOLA seminar
and ZEAC Boardroom Furniture Fund.
4. This account has since been cleared and the change is to be applied to the
system.
5. These are residual restricted funds to be disbursed. Relevant office to initiate
disbursement.
6. This deficit is a result of a legacy error in the system which is being resolved

with Paxton.
Fund
General

Amount
Remarks
£35,043.22 Inclusive of funds held on behalf of Charges and awaiting
remittance or usage (Boardroom Furniture, Bola Seminar)

Building
RRW

£2,000.00 Old fund set aside but currently inactive (no inflow)
£56,341.96 Funds being managed as per instruction by the
organisation
£6,283.88 Funds being managed as per instruction by the
organisation
£2,233.15 Funds being managed as per instruction by the
organisation
£10,194.68 Funds awaiting remittance/disbursement. Relevant office
to initiate (refer budget variance notes). £6,508.39
brought forward from 2017.
£1,351.80 Funds awaiting remittance/disbursement. Relevant office
to initiate (refer budget variance notes)

MUMC
UMYF
Pastoral

Orphans
Disaster

£8,443.41 Funds awaiting remittance/disbursement. Relevant office
to initiate (refer budget variance notes)
£121,892.10
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Observations
i. Since 2014 UMC(UK) prided itself on delivering a surplus ranging between
£39,000 and £149,000. A further increase in income and reduced expenditure
in 2017 compared to 2016 is noted. The Church continued a positive
trajectory with most stations retaining reserves in line with policy.
ii. 2018 has been a challenge as alluded earlier. Total harvest reported was
£201,865.30. Despite this commendable harvest, all charges failed to meet
their 2018 targets.
iii. Based on 2017 patterns of giving and reduced harvest above, we project
2018 income to reduce by around 25%.

Concerns
i. Mission area and some stations still to meet their Reserve policy threshold.
ii. No progress in Gift Aid registration.
iii. Failure to follow guidelines of good governance as stipulated.

Recommendations
i. Reduce North charge assessments for 2018 to £10,000.00 as requested.
ii. Prepare all accounts internally before submitting to Leroy Reid and Co for
external audit.
iii. 10% of assessments to Mission area be restricted to building reserve funds.
iv. Approval of the 2019 budget.
Conclusion
We will continue to be challenged. Let’s work as one. However, let not our passion to
grow, as we offer Christ to people, cloud our judgement and decision making. It is
paramount that we do so cognisant of the limitations society places on us. We are
victors with Christ. Thank you, Church, for allowing us to do all the good we could, to
all the people we could, as often as we could, for we shall not pass this way again.

Thank you and God bless you all.
Submitted on behalf of UK Mission Area Committee on Finance:
Finance Chairperson - Mr Jacques Muranda
Associate Finance Chairperson - Mr Clifford Nyasango
Treasurer - Mr Morgan Munyebvu
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COF DASHBOARD
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COF Appendix 2

United Methodist Church (UK)
Charity Number 1094560P
Ethel Road, Evington, Leicester, LE5 5ND. Tel: 0116 2101790
PAYMENT REQUISITION FORM

STATION: ___________________

DATE: _____________________

Details

Allocation

Amount (£)

Total Amount requested
AMOUNT: (in words) _____________________________________________________________
PAYEE: (i.e. Chq to be issued to) _____________________________________________________
I, certify that this request is accurate and incurred in connection with the business of the United
Methodist Church.
Signed: ___________________________________________.
APPROVED:
CHAIRPERSON: _________________________

SIGNATURE: ______________________

VICE CHAIRPERSON: _______________________ SIGNATURE: ______________________
AUTHORISED:
FINANCE CHAIRPERSON: ______________________SIGNATURE: _______________________
CHEQUE/EP REFERENCE: ________________________ DATE: _____________________.

B: Please provide invoices or receipts to support this expenditure*
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